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We are in receipt of aa inquiry from a
gentleman of Hunter, Ν. Y., wbich is
In brief, be is
too long for publication.
losing lambs from indigestion, and I

bave anewered him privately. He bring»
or three points worthy of con
sideration by others. Some of bis ewes
drop lambs that are strong and vigorous
the ewes either bave nu
at birth, yet
milk or else their milk is a poisonous
milk, and soon kills the lambs. Here,
then, is a poiut to which 1 desire especially to call attention. Many a keeper
of sheep will wean his lambs when the
ewes are producing a good tlow of milk,
and will pay no further at'ention to the
ewes.
The result is the milk in their
udders sometimes is not taken back into the blood by absorption, and by bacterial action becomes putrid and poisonous, so that when tho lamb partakes of
it it soon dies. In other cases, while the
udder is large and tense, it contaius no
milk, or it is tilled with a cheesy deposit
and the follicles become tilled with it.
Brood sows are treated in the same way
sometime», with the result that the pigs
born at a future farrowing soon starve to
death or are set to scouring by the poisoned milk. The lesson is, always milk
the ewt<8 from time to time, until dry
sufficiently to prevent this condition of
affairs.
Again, some practice giving cow's
milk to a new boru lamb when the
mother has no milk, with the result that
in a few days :here is a dead lamb, as
the result of the lamb being unable to
digest the cow's milk. My experience
leads me to say: Never give cow's milk
to a young lamb, by which I mean a
lamb less than forty-eight hours old,
when it can possibly be avoided. In
most cases when ewes are dropping
their lambs some will have udders with
from wbich cau be
a surplus of milk,
drawn enough to feed other lambs besides the ewe's own lambs. Feed the
newborn lambs on this milk, and not on
cow's milk, until the bowels are well
started in operation. Lamb raisers and
breeders of all auimals should take into
consideration that the first milk of tbe
mother contains elemeuts not found in
tbe milk a few days later, and when
these elements are lacking digestion
cannot go on properly. Cow's milk—
unless the cow has, within one or two
days before, become fresh in milk—the
chances are. will simply curdle, and not
digest in the lamb's stomach. We see
the same condition in young colts when
the mother bas leaked milk to a considerable extent before foaling. We
also see it in the case of young calves
which immediately after birth are not
allowed to nurse their mothers, but are
given milk from cows that have been in
that nearly
lactatiou several weeks,
every calf will show more or less indigestion. It is a great drawback to veal
calf farming where those engaged in It
are taking calves immediately from their
mothers and putting them upou cows
long in lactation.
Her milk is
But to the ewe again.
still more tilled with elements that act
upou digestion than is either cow's milk
As high as 12 per cent
or mare's milk.
of butter fat bas been found in ewp's
milk at the time of giving birth, while
where the lamb was six weeks old the
milk of the same ewe contained only 4
r\t fî»t
A« a craneral rule ewe's
milk will remain high in butter fat fur a
period varying from three to six weeks,
after which it has been found to change
rapidly by dropping dowu to about 3
per cent iat where the ewe is being fed
upon dry food. Hence we see why it is
that lambs grow very fat for the tiret
month and also take ou fat when they
have their mothers' milk in plenty. We
see again why it is that lambs frequently
become constipated at the age of three
or four weeks, or perhaps will be attacked with scour. They are eating
more or less of solid food, and the rapid
in the character of the ewe's
out two
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After selling oar last lot of ahotes we
bad quite au amount of skim milk to
dispose of io some way; so, remembering the advice of one of our old friends
who was a successful breeder of high
class colts, we began to feed it to onr
two colts which are now just coming
three years of age. The boy had taught
them to drink when they were small, so
oo trouble was experienced in that direction. The aiyount of oats was reduced
and the main dependence was put upon
the skim milk. The growth and general
appearance of the colts soon showed
tbey were getting more digestible food
than when they were receiving their full
ration of oatR. Then their great fondness for the milk, we think, added to its
food value. After continuing this feeding for some weeks I set aboiK learning,
as near as might be, something of the
food value of the skim milk as compared
with oats at 52 cents a bushel, the prevailing price here at present.
Of course, I had recourse to the analyses of American feeding stuffs which I
found in Professor Henry's "Feeds and
Feeding.'1 It may not be out of place
to give some of the uses of certain elements in foods in the animal body, as
this may help us to understand the relative values of the foods compared. In
t be first place, we learn that crude protein is the name given to a class of substances from which the bones, the ligaments, the muscles and the tendons are
made. We tborefore know that protein
is a very important part of food, particularly for young animals.
The nitrogen free extract and crude
fibre are styled carbohydrates. The
chief function of carbohydrates is to
furnish fuel for the body, but they also
furnish energy and may add fat to be
stored among the tissues of the body.
The ether extract, or crude fat, serves
the same purpose as the carbohydrates
and is grouped with them in determining the nutritive ratio of foods. Haviug
ascertained the amounts of the different
classes of food elements in any article,
chemically, the food is fed to some animal and the amount of these elements
which it digests is noted. This amount
is called the digestion co-efficient, and by
multiplying the total amount of each
element by this co-efficient the amounts
of digestible nutrients are found.
From these tables we learn that oats
have 9.1 per cent of digestible protein,
44.7 per cent digestible carbohydrates
and 4.1 per cent of digestible fat, with a
nutritive ratio of 1 to 4.
Skim milk has 2.9 per cent digestible
protein, 5.2 per cent digestible carbohydrates and 3 per cent of digestible fat.
Making calculations, we find that,
with oats at 52 cents a bushel, skim
milk is worth 55 cents a hundred for its
protein content, 20 cents a hundred for
its carbohydrate content and 13 cents a
hundred for its fat content. That is, if
we buy oats for the protein they contain, skim milk is relatively worth 55
cents a hundred, its carbohydrates we
can buy in oats for 20 cents and its fat
for 13 cents. But, as oats form the
standard grain for colts and are valuable
principally because of their protein content, we may fairly conclude that skim
milk judiciously fed is worth very near,
or
quite, as many cents a hundred
pounds as oats are worth a bushel in the
It ehould not be made to take
market
the place of the entire ration of oats,
but may take the place of from one-half
to two-thirds of the ration. If there is a
tendency to constipation, lessen the
quantity of skim milk and give occasional feeds of potatoes.—B. Walker
McKeen in Tribune Farmer.
The Use of Salt.

correspondent of American Sheep
Breeder asks: "Why do sheep require
A

»alt?" There is a natural law which controls this matter. This is that everything that is xontained in any animal
must come from the food and water
used; that every minute of any animal's
life tbere is a waste of the substance in
it, and (Xinsequently whatever is thus
wasted must be supplied in the food.
Every secretion and excretion from any
animal—these words mean wastes from
the body of all kinds—contain salt; and
we have learned by exact methods that
a sheep excretes from its body every day
That is equal to half
one dram of salt.
an ounce every week, and this is twentychange
six ounces in a year. This quantity is
milk makes the lambs' food indigestible.
one pound and a half.
Now, how many
Rheumatic disease or lamb apoplexy
this quantity of salt to
will sometimes result, and tine, fat shepherds supply
their sheep? There is a very small part
lambs will be found dead in the barn.
South Paris, Maine.
of it supplied in the food, but this is
As a precaution, don't feed tbe large,
wholly insufficient for the needs of animilking ewes so heavy a grain ration. mal. Now these facts will answer the
to furuish them some roots, or give
Try
A Positive
linseed oil meal in their graiu rations. question proposed.
What will happen if this actual necCURE
Upon the Hr»t appearance of constipaof life is not supplied? Suppose
tion in the lamb give the ewe a four esary
like a watch, and
If a lamb we take a mere thiug,
ounce dose of epsom salts.
remove one of the smallest wheels in
t* quick!· absorbed.
shows stiffness, give a tablespoonful of
the machinery of it. The watch will
Guti Htlief at Ones.
castor oil and a teaspoonful of spirits of
and nothing can restore it but the
the use of its limbs stop
loses
it
If
nitre.
It demises, soothes
Just the
it in a tub of return of the abstracted part.
becomes
and
put
helpless,
heal* ami protects
tbat machinery we call an
same with
water just as hot as the hands can bear,
th« diseased memanimal. It wears out every moment by
and let the lamb soak for a full twenty
brane. It cur··» Cathe activity of its parts, just as any
Immerse the whole body,
minutes.
tarrh and drives
other machine does. And if these worn
the head alone out of the water.
leaving
the
»
Cold
iu
out parts are not repaired and made
away
Take it out, make it as dry as possible,
Hctd quickly. Keuntil good continually something goes wrong
wool
blankets
all
it
in
then
wrap
i>' r· s the Senses of
for a
with good nursing, and the machine goes irregularly
Tat. iml Smell. Fullsize50cts.,at Drus- perfectly dry. This
time and then stops.
Any person havwill
save many of them.
maiL
10
eta.
Size
Trial
oiled
at
by
a watch which is not duly
gi-'i"rliy mail ;
As a summary, 1 will say: When ing
intervals has this experience
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York.
regular
and
are
lambs are growing very rapidly
the same as any man having sheep
about three or four week· old feed the just
will do if every natural want of the anior
more
and
roots,
A new Lot
less
mothers
grain
mal is not completely supplied all the
get them out on u little grass where time.
ol Plumbing Goods.
The best of
of those
mothers
the
Feed
possible.
A handful of salt is a small matter,
o.it· woodwork for closets.
No old that are not growing rapidly, from lack
of sheep may be
of oats, but the life of a score
stand
can
all
of
milk,
they
this
l»ne.
and
see
goods. Call
Job
for the want of it any time
linseed oil meal, making sacrificed
and
bran
wheat
No
The first
a winter or summer.
bing promptly attended to.
the mixture 2 of oats, 1 of bran, by during
result of this want is falling off of the
charge for team.
weight, and half a quart of linseed oil
becomes
Or the appetite
permeal. This is when the ewes are eating appetite.
L. M. Longley,
all kind of rubbish will
I dry, rough food.—C. D. S mead in Trib- verted and and
in
But
want.
the
to
be sought
supply
Maine. une Farmer.
Norway,
;
either case the result is the same. The
food is not duly digested and the nutriRaising and Feeding Clover.
ment of it is wasted, and bo far as these
writer's
the
in
may
judgment,
Clover,
failures go the animals starve.
be considered the alfalfa of the Eastern
The supply of salt is thus one of the
more
a
deal
it
deserves
and
great
states,
most exacting necessities of any animal,
attention from dairy farmers than is or- and as the domesticated animals are
dinarily given it. It is really a biennial, wholly dependent on their owners or
or at least a short-lived perennial, and is
keepers for their substance, and if this
best grown in rotation.
food—which salt really is—is not duly
It Is preferred to sow the seed about
supplied, the animal must, in fact,
August 1st, at the rate of fifteen to twen- starve; not only for want of the salt, but
on
An
acre.
to
the
application through the failure of the digestive orty pounds
of 150 pounds of high-grade sulphate of
to do their duty for want of it.—
We realize that the wrong Glasses
of phos- gans
hundred
live
pounds
potash,
farm Money Maker.
hundred
to
one
and
would ruin sight, while the right
fifty
phatic slag,
Time to Prune.
(ilasse* strengthen and improve
pounds of nitrate of sod«i to the acre
will prove decidedly beneficial.
can prune the apple orchard at
You
the night. Realizing these things,
Two and perhaps three cuttings should
are
any time during the year. If you
could we afford to be careless and
be expected tbe next season, with a total
for wood growth, you can compruning
to
the
acre.
tons
more
or
inaccurate'/
yield of three
mence in the fall and prune any time
Three tons would furnish some three
the winter and up to late spring.
during
of
matter,
thousand pounds
digestible
If you are pruning for fruit, it is best to
WE PRIDE OURSELVES
which would include nearly five hundred
that a
prune in June. You understand
pounds of digestible protein. The fruit bud and a leaf bud are to a certain
ON OUR
clover can be used as a soiling crop or
extent interchangeable; you can convert
CARE ANO ACCURACY.
bayed. The fertilizer and labor cost of a fruit bud into a leaf bud and can conclover production is comparatively low,
vert a leaf bud into a fruit bud just by
it improves the mechanical condition of
We are fully equipped to exammethod of pruning.
soil richer in nitro- your
the
leaves
the
soil,
ine all Eyes and to correct their
You may have a leaf bud developing,
and
gen, is a large producer of protein,
and if you stimulate that soil by giving
defects.
is well adapted to climatic conditions
it a good nitrogenous fertilizer, and you
Massachusetts.
ordinarily prevailing in
cut that limb off immediately above the
the
for
moat
It is the
satisfactory crop
leaf bud, you develop a fruit bud from
S.
production of home-grown .protein.— that. On the other band, if you have
StaB.
J.
Lindsev,
Prof.
Experiment
Graduate Optician,
South Paris, δ
a leaf bud and your tree is not comtion, Amherst, Mass.
ing into fruiting, if you will tie a band
around the tree, you will convert tbat
<*>00ίΚ>0ίΗ>0©^^
Water and Salt.
into a fruit bud. You can control a
Water, of course, is absolutely essen- tree just as you want it by pruning and
milk. It
tial to full production of
For Service
by attending to it properly at the right
should always be fresh and, if possible, time.—Lewiston Journal.
A right good Berkshire Boar, ju»t accessible to the cow at any time during
the day or night. The same is true of
The outlook for butter for the year
the
size. Service fee $i.oo.
salt. The-cow should be allowed to ahead is most
encouragiag to the proshe
feels
so
disposed. ducer. The current
get at it whenever
make is running
A. K.
Homestead.
—New England
short of demand, the storage of last
season's make is substantially exhaustSouth Paris, Me.
There are advantages here in New
ed. prices are now high, and with
England, and especially in Maine, from every indication that the cost of stock
winter holding its grasp on vegetation
We Do all Kinds of....
for the coming storage will be above
till at a bound we jump from winter to that of a
year ago, it behoove· every
dorremains
Here vegetation
summer.
that he take· advantage of
JOB PRINTING.
dairyman
from
damaging
mant till all danger
this favorable outlook.—Maine Farmer.
is past.—Maine Farmer.
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"

OX'T come lu here botherln'
ine," said the cook lntoler"What with your
nutty.
i_^ mother bein' away on a
visit an' your father eoiuin' home soon
to lunch, I have enough on my mindauil that without bein' bothered with
you. The kitchen 1» no place for little
boys, anyhow, ltuu away and don't be
luterferiu* with my work." She frowned and made a «rand pretense of being
deep in herculean labors, but Jimmle
did not run away.
"Now-they're goln' to have a picnic," he saiil. half audibly.
"What?"
"Now—they're goln' to have a picnic."
"Who's golu' to have a picnic?" deHer accent
ma tided the cook loudly.
could have led one to suppose that if
the projectors dltl not turn out to bo
the proper parties she immediately
would forbid this picnic.
Jimuile looked at her with more hopefulness. After twenty minutes of futile skirmish in;,' he had at least succeeded in introducing the subject. To
«—ν

!

Λ
I

I

TUESDAY,

MAY

Jimtnie hastened forward to Join bin
friends.
Ilomer Pbelpn enrgbt first sight of
him. "Ho!" he shouted. "Here comes
Jlminie Trescott! Come on. Jimmle.
You be 0:1 our side!" The children bad
divided themselves into two hands for
some purpose of play. The others of

Homer Phelps' party loudly indorsed
his plan. "Yes, Jimmle, you be on our
side." Then arose the usual dispute
"Well, we got the weakest aide."
"
'Taint any weaker'n ours."
Homer Phelps suddenly started and,
locking bird, said, "What you got In

the pail, Jim?"
Jimmle answered, somewhat uneasily, "(Jot m' lunch in It."
Instantly that brat of a Minnie
Phelps simply tore dowu the sky with
her shrieks of derision. "(Jot hi.; lunch
iu It! In a pail!" She ran screaming to
her mo', her. "Oh. mamma! Oh. mamma! Jimmle Trescott's got his picnic

in a pall!"
Now there was nothing in the" nature
of this fact to particularly move the
others—notably the hoys, who were uot
competent to care If he bad brought his
hm -heou lu a coal bin. but such is the
Instinct of childish society that they all
immediately moved away from him.
In u moment he bad been made a so·
All old intimacies were
el.;! leper.
!Îu::ri in:'.) the lake, so to speak. They
t'ar. 1 not compromise themselves. At

her question he answered eagerly:
I^otR and lots of
"Oh. everybody!
boys aud girls. Everybody."
"Who's everylKuly?"
According to custom, Jimmle began
to slug-song through his nose In a

quite indescribable fashion

an enumer-

ate u of the prospective picnickers:
"Willie lJalz'd an* Han Earl an' Ella
Earl an' Walcott Margate an' Reeves
Margate an* Walter Phelps an' Homer
Phelps an' Minnie Phelps an'—oh—lots
An' their
more girls au'—everybody.
1 hen he
mothers an' big sisters too.
announced a new bit of Information.
"They're goln' to have a picnic."
"Well, let them." said the cook blandC

ly.

•Timinie fidgeted for a time in slleuce.
last h«i murmured, "I—now—I
thought maybe you'd let me go."
The cook turned from her work with
At

an air of Irritation and amazement that
Jl::.mle should still be lu the kitchen.
"Who's stoojdn' you7" she asked sharply. "I ain't .-toppln' you. am I?"
"No," admitted Jimmle in a low voice.
"Well, why don't you go, then? No-

body's stonpin' you."
"But," said Jimmle. "I—you-now-

each fellow has got to take somethin'
to eat with *m."
"Oh. ho!" cried the cook triumphantly. "So th it's it. Is it? So that's what
vou've been l:yln' around here fer, eh?
Well, you may as well take yourself
off with >".t more words. What with
your mother beiu" away on a visit an
your father eoiuin' home soon to his
lunch 1 have enough on uiy mind an'
that without bein' bothered with you."
Jimmio made no reply, but uiovetl*lu
grief toward the door. The cook continued: "Some people in this house
seem to thi-ik there's 'bout a thousand
cooks in this kitchen. Where 1 used to
work b'fore there was some reason In
'eui. 1 ain't a horse. A picnic!
Jimmle said nothing, but he loitered.
"Seems as if 1 had enough to do
without havln' you come around talkiif
about picnics. Nobody ever seems to
think of the work I have to do. NoK„.|,·

Mi'iti*

cnomc

«<>

think nf it

Then

and talk to imp nbnut. picnics; Wlint do I care about picnics?"
Jiuimle loitered.
"Where 1 used to work b'fore there
was some reason in 'em. I never heard
tell of no picnics right on top of your
mother bein' away on a visit an' your
father coinin* home soon to his lunch.

they

comic

It's ail foolishness."
Little Jimuile leaned his head flat
against the wall and began to weep.
She stared at him scornfully. "Cryiu\
eh? Cryin'? What are you cryln' fer?"
"X-n-iiothiu'," sobbed Jimmie.
There was a silence save for Jiminie's convulsive breathlug. At length
the cook said: "Stop that blubberln'.
now.
Stop it! This kitchen ain't no
·
Very well!
fer It. Stop it! · ·

place

If you don't stop I won't give you
oothlir to go to the picnic with—there!"
For the moment he could not end his
tears. "You never said," he sputtered

—"you
thing."

never

said you'd give uie any-

"An' why would I?" she cried nngriiy. "Why would I—with you in
an*
a-blubberln' an'
here a-cryin*
a-blcatin' round? Enough to drive a
I dou't see how you
woman crauy!
could expect me to! The idea!"
Suddenly Jimmie announced: "I've
stopped cryin'. I ain't goln* to cry no

"tall."
"Well, then." grumbled the cookI've got enough
well. then, stop It.
on my mind." It chanced that she was
making for luncheon some salmon croquettes. A tin still half full of pinky
prepared lish was beside her on the
Still grumbling, she seized a
table.
loaf of bread, and, wielding a knife,
she cut from this loaf four slices, each
of which was as big as a six shilling
She profligately spread them
novel.
With butter, and. Jabbing the point of
her knife into the salmon tin,„ she
brought up bits of salmon, which she
flung and flattened upon the bread.
Then she crashed the pieces of bread
together in pairs, much as one would
clash cymbals. There was no doubt In
her own mind but that she had created
two sandwiches.
"There! she cried. "That'll do you
r,JI,lt· I-euime see. Wliat'U I put
•em in? There. I've got It!" She thrust
the sandwiches into a small pail and
Jammed on the lid. .Jimmie was readv
for the picnic. "Oh, thank rou Mary'"
he cried Joyfully, and in a* moment
was off. running swiftly.
The plcknlckers
nearly
half an hour earlier owing to his in
ability to quickly attack and subdue
the cook, but he knew that the rendezmore

I'"

lie

had'started

vous was In the grove of tall, pillarlike
hemlocks end pines that grew on a
rocky knoll at the lake shore. Hie
heart was very light as he sped, swinging liis pall. But a few minutes preTiouslj- his soul had been gloomed in
despair. Now he was happy. He was
going to the picnic, where privilege of

to be bought by the
participation
contents of the little tin pail.
When he arrived in the outskirts of
the grove he heard a merry clamor,
and when he reached the top of the
knoll he looked down the slope upon a
scone which almost made his little
breast burst with Joy. They actually
haii] two oanipttres! Two campflree!
At one of them Mrs. Earl was making
son<ettiing—choeolate no doubt-and at
the other a young lady in white duck
anJ a sailor hat was dropping eggs
Into boiling water. Other grownup
people bad spread a white cloth and
were laying upon It things from baskets. In the deep cool shadow of the
trees the children scurried, laughing.
was

'•Ji.in.Wf Trewott'n got hi* picnic in a
jk til!"
safe distances the boys shouted scorn
fully: "Huh: Oot his picnic lu u p· 11.
Never again durin» that picnic did tli(
1,1111 1
littli· Klrls speak of hlui as
Trescott. His nauie now was II.in.
His mind was dark with pain as he
the hang«log, kicking the gravel
aud muttering as defiantly as he was
able "Well, 1 can have it in a pail if
want to." This statement of freedom
was of uo importance, and he knew it.
but it was the only Idea iu ds l.eAd
He had been baited at school for beliting detected in writing a
tie Cora, the angel child, and he had
known how to defend
situation was in no way slnilhu.
was a social affair, with grown people
It would be sweet to
on all sides.

latood

letter_to

ldniself.|ut.^*

catch the Margate twins, for bistauce,
and hammer them into a state of bleathiK respect for his pail, but that was
u matter for the jungles of childhood,
where grown folk seldom penetrated.

Ho could only glower.
The amiable voice of Mrs. Earl suddenly called: "Come, children! Lverjthing's ready!" They sea.npem away.
glancing back for one ins gloat. at
.Umuiie's staudlng there with h.s pail.
Ile
He did not know what to do.
knew that the grown folk
hlm at tl.e spread, hut if lie
he would be greeted by a shameful
chorus from the children more especially from some of those damnable lit
; |e
Still, luxuries beyond all
ilreandug were heaped on that cloth.

expected

"girls.

<M,e could not forget them.
erhaps
,r he crept up modestly and was very
ι-entie aud very nice to the little girl*
thev would allow him peace. Of course
it had been dreadful to come with a
pail to such a grand picnic, but the}
might forgive him.
He kne^v
Oh. no. they would not!
i»ie:.i better. And then suddenly he re•uet'ibered with what delightful expectations he had raced to this grove, and
self pit ν overwhelmed him. ami he
thought he wanted to die aud make
everv one

feel sorry.

The young lady in white duck and a
t-.nilor hat looUe 1 at him ami th>:i epoie
to her sister. Mrs. Earl.

"Who s Hint

hovering In the distance, Emily ?
Mrs. Earl peered. "Why. Its Jim
uiie Trescott!

Jlmuile. come to

the

picnic! Why don't you come to t.ie
picnic. Jlmuile?" lie began to sidle

toward the cloth.
But at Mrs. Earl's call there was an
other outburst from many of the ch
dren. "He's got his picnic in a pail.

pall! C.ot it lu a nail!"
Minnie rhelps was a shrill fiend.
"Oh. u;a.una, lie's got it in that pail.
Bee! lsn t it funny? Isn't It dreadful
In a

fU»What

ghastly prigs children are.
the young lady,
"lhey
that boy's whole day.

Emily!" said
are spoiling

breaking his heart, the little cats,
think I'll «ο over and talk to him.
•
Maybe you had better not. answer"Somehow
ed Mrs. Earl dubiously.
these things arrange themselves,
you Interfere, you are likely to prolong

everything."

"Well, I'll try at least,

said

tht

young lady.
At the second outburst against him
,1 lunule lia i crouched down by a two
half hiding behind It. hair
that he was not hiding behind It. IU
turned his sad gaze toward tht blue.
The bit of water seen through the
shadows seemed perpendicular α slate
•olored wall. He heard a noise near
him. and. turning, he perceUed th
1
voting lady looking down at h lin.
ber hand she held plates.
May I sit

pretendli^

vou?" she asked coolly.
jliuiule co'.11 hardly believe his ears.
After dlspoyl.;" herself and the pa es
upoii tht* I'lHO needles. κ!".' ι »»·
exi»::.:-«Ι.,». -ru y're later crowded.
near
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you see. over there. 1 don t like to be
crowded nt η picnic, so I thought I'd
come here.
I hojie you don't mind."
Jlnmîe made haste to find bis tongue.
'Oh, I don't mind! I like to have you
here." The Ingenuous emphasis made
it appear that the fact of his liking to
have her there was In the nature of a
law dispelling phenomenon, but she
did not smile.
"How large Is that lake?" she asked.
Jlmmle, falling into the snare, at
once began to talk in the manner of
a proprietor of the lake.
"Oh, it's almost twenty miles long, an' in one
place it's almost four miles wide. An'
it's deep too—awful deep—un' it's got
real steaml oats 011 it, au'—oh—lots of

other boats, un'—an'—an' "—
"Do you go out on it sometimes?"
"Oh, lots of times! My father's got
a liont," he
aid, eying her to uote the
effect of his words.
She was correctly pleased and struck
with wonder. "Oh, has he?" she cried
as if she never before had heard of a

owning a boat.
Jlmmie continued: "Yes. au' it's η
grea' big lmat. too. with sails, real
sails, an' sometimes he takes me out
An' once he took mo
in her too.
tishin', an' we had sandwiches, plenty
of 'eui, an' my father he «'rank beer
right out of the bottle—right ont of the
man

bottle!"

The young lady was properly overwhelmed by this amazing intelligence
Jlmmie saw the impression he ha<>
created, and he enthusiastically re
sumed Ills narrative, "An' after, he let
ine throw the bottles in the water, and
( throwed 'em 'way. 'way, 'way out.
An' they sank, an'—never coined up."
he concluded dramatically.
His face was glorified; lie had for
gotten all about the pail; he v.aa ab
sort>ed in this communion with .1 beautiful lady who was so interested In

what he had to suy.
She indicated one of the plates and
said indifferently: "l'erhaps yon would
like some of those sandwiches. Τ made
them. Do you like olives? And'there's
a deviled ejig. I made that also."
"Did you really?" said Jiiumle po
litely. Ilia faced gloomed for a moment because the pall was recalled to
bis mind, but lie timidly possessed him
self of a sandwich.
"llope you are not going to scorn my
deviled egg." said his goddess. "I an·
very proud of It." He did not: he

scorned little that was on the plate.
Their gentle intimacy was Ineffable
He thought he bad a
to tile boy.
friend, a beautiful lady, win liked bin
more than she did anybody at the pic-

nic to say the least. Tills was 1 roved
by the fact that she had limier aside ti:
luxuries of the spread cloth to sit with
him. the exile. Thus early did he fall a
victim to woman's wiles.
"Where do you live?" he asked sud-

denly.
"Oh,

York."

a

long way from here! In New

bluntly. "Are you married?"
"Oil, no!" she answered gravely.
Jlnimie was silent for a time, during
which he ghinred shyly and furtively

op at her face. It wa.i evident that he
somewhat embarrassed. l inally
he said. "When I grow up to be a
man"—
"Oh, that is some time yet!" said the

was

beautiful lady.
"But when I do, I—I should like to

marry you."
"Well, 1 will remember it," she answered, "but don't talk of it now, because it's such a long time, aud—I
wouldn't wish you to consider yourself
bound." She smiled at liini.
He began to brag. "When I grow
up to be a man I'm goin' to have lots
an* lots of money, an' I'm goin" to
have a grea' big house an' a horse an'
a shotgun, an* lots an' lots of books
'bout elephants an' tigers, an* lots an'
lots of ice cream an' pie an'—caramels." As before, she was Impressed.
He could see it. "An' I'm goin' to
have lots an' lots of children—'bout
300, I guess—an' there won't none of
'em be girls. They'll all l>e boys, like
me."

"Oh, my!" she said.
His garment of shame was gone
from him. The pail was dead aud well

seemed to him that months
he dwelt In happiness near
the beautiful lady and trumpeted his

buried.

elapsed

It

as

vanity.

At last there was a shout. "Come
on! We're poing home." The picnickers trooped out of the grove. The children wished to resume their jeering,
for Jlmutie still gripi>ed Ills pail, but
they were restrained by the circumstances. He was walking at the side
of the beautiful lady.
During this journey he abandoned
many of his habits. For instance, he
never traveled without skipning grace

bread aud butter and the salmon untouched in the pail! He could Imagine
the cook, nine feet tall, waving her fist
"Au" so that's what I took trouble for,
Is* it. so's you could bring it back.
He
so'îî von could bring It back?"

In combination, proportion and process, Hood's Sarsaparilla
is therefore Peculiar to Itself in merit, sales and cures.
It is made from the best blood-purifying, alterative and
tonic ingredients by such original ana peculiar methods as to
retain the full medicinal value of each and all
The severest forms of scrofula, salt rheum, fcatarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, and debility are cured every day by
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For those who prefer I Mme cnrmtlve properties u the liquid form beside·
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C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mift
tfsoal liquid form. Sarsatabs have identically the
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hailed him from the rear:
"Jlinmle Treseott, where you goln'
with that pall V"
It was the cook. He made no reply,
but plunged Into the shelter of the
stables. He whirled the lid from the
pnil and dashed Its contents beneath a
heap of blankets. Then he stood panting, his eyes on the door. The cook did
not pursue, but she was bawling:
"Jlmmle Treseott, what you doin'
with that pail?"
He came forth, swlnglug It. "NothIn'," he said in vlrtuousjirotest.
"I know better," she said sharply as
she relieved liiui of his curse.
In the morning Jlinmle was playing
near the stable when be heard a shout
from Peter Washington, who attended
Dr. Trescott's horse:
"Jim! Oh, Jim!"
"What?"
^
"Come yah."
Jlmmle went reluctantly to the door
of the stable, and Peter Washington
said:
"Wut's dish yere flsh an' brade doin'
unner dese yere blanknps?"
"I don't know. I didu't have uothin'
to do with It." answered Jlmmle Indig-

nantly.

"Don't tell me!" cried Peter Washington as he tiling It all away. "Don't tell
me! When I tin' fish an' brade unner
dese yere blanknps I don' go an' think
dese yere ho'ses er yer pop's, put 'em.
An' if 1 caltcli enny more
I know.
dish yere fish an' brade In dish yere
stable I'll tell yer pop."

Pretty Deep.

A Yankee just returning to the State*
was dining with an Englishman, and
the latter complained of the mud In
America.
"Yes," said the American, "but it's
nothing to the mud over here."
"Nonsense!" said the Englishman.
"Faft," the American replied. "Why,
this afternoon I had a remarkable adventure—came near gettlug into trouble with an old gentleman—all through
your confounded mud."
"Some of the streets are a little
greasy at this season, I admit," said
the Englishman. "What was your ad

venture, though?"
"Well," snid the American, "as I was
walking along I noticed that the mud
was very thick, and presently I saw a
high hat afljat on a large puddle ol
very rich ooze. Thinking to do some
one a kindness, I gave the hat a poke
with my stick, when an old genti.'nian
looked up from beneath, surprised and
frowning. 'Hello!' I said. 'You're in
pretty deep!' 'Deeper than you think.'
lie said. 'I'm on the ton of an omnibus!' "—Old Scrap Hook.
Mystified Red Men.
Soon after the Northern Pacific rail
road had lieen completed west of Bis
marck some Indians climbed on a train
and were given the privilege of a free
ride. They were of the Gros-Ventre
tribe, aud in a scat in front of them
In
was a woman with false teeth.
their presence she took her teeth out
and afterward replaced them. The no
ble reds were astounded at this performance. They clapped their mouths
in loud hl-hl-hl's, ran to the brakeman
aud asked liiiu plainly If lie could
take his teeth out. They appeared to
think that tills particular feminine
paleface had some supernatural gift
and offered their guns, clothing and
all their worldly possessions for her
Then they walked up to the
teeth.
woman anil attempted to peer Into her
mouth, but the old lady was equal to
the occasion, for she scolded aud abus
ed them so soundly that, afraid of b.td
medicine and In great alarm, they Insisted on leaving the train at the very
tlrst station they came to.
Stanton Could 8wear.
On»· day President Lincoln saw Senator Fessenden coining toward Ills office room. Mr. Fessenden had received
the promise of some appointment In
Maine for one of his constituents. The
case had been overlooked. As κοοη as
Mr. Lincoln caught sight of the senator he saw I-'esseuden was angry and
called ont, "Say. Fessenden, aren't yon
an
Episcopalian?" Mr. Fessenden,

soinewhut taken aback, answered,
"Yes. I l»eloug to that persuasion, Mr.

Dicken· and Schoolmaster·.
Dickens, with something in bin die·
position pornllarly syiujiathotic toward

DEAD SEA DATHING.
It Must Ce Horrible Torture, According to This Account.

children, wnt u hitter foe of any one
—relative, teacher or official guardian
—who tyrannized over them. A writer
In the New York Post points out that
he seems to tuko special delight in exposing the misdeeds of mercenary aiid
cold hearted pedagogues. "When one's
notice," says the Post, "is ti;st directed
to the attention the novelist gave to
schools and their methods, it is interesting to try to recall the number mentioned. Six come to mind instantly—
Dolhebuys Ilall, I)r. UlimIter's, David
Cop|M>i field's twa schools—Dr. Strong's
the Crndgrind
('reakle's
and .Mr.
school and Bradley Headstone's in
But even the
'Our Mutual Friend.'
most devoted reader of Dickens is
amazed upuu special Invent'· ation to
discover the sum total of twenty-eight.
There Is not a phase of education îhat
he does not touch upon, an I wrong
methods are revealed and commented
upon in tones so caustic and with reason so unerring that b-tter conditions
were the natural result."

Id nu article ou bathing lu the Dead
clergyman who baa made the experiment says: "No sooner has one
plunged Into the water than one Is
whipped off one's feet audioes bobbing helplessly about, like a wretched
cork. In the oITort to regain one's footing and get L ick to shore one's feet
aud shins are barked by the jagged
stones aud pebbles, and when at length
one does emerge from its treacherous
bosuiii. with tlie lower limbs bleeding
aud torn, oue becomes aware of a horrible tingling and burning sensation in
eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth uml almost
every pore of the skin from the brine
and bitumen which have penetrated
everywhere. Unless great care is takeu the bather in the Dead sea Is liable
to an eruption, which breaks out all
over the body and which Is commonly
known as the 'Dead sea rash.' The
best antidote to this is to hurry ncross
as quickly as possible to the river Jordan aud to take a second plunge therein. The soft a'id muddy waters of that
sacred but dirty stream will effectually
remove l!u sdi that lia.» hicrusted the
body."—New York Trll.uae.
een η

—

V/oodcn A.ichors.
:t
strange race Intermediate b.· we ;i French and Spanlards, have fur all tin·»· been great tishcrnien. and some of their «raft and
seagoing g-nr are totally different
from any other l:n>wn lyp s. Perhaps
the mo-t remar! ..bie relic of by/one
!ve woodeu
civiiiz:11 ίο 's ;« liie
». g i!,cri: an.! to
anchor stiil In ce ·.

The Γ.·: '.ι·.:··,

The Battered Hobbyhorse.
A scarred and battered hobbyhorse,
•tltli one eye missing, its tale aud mane
•eiV-u nl to ragged wisps of hair and a
little leather saddle worn almost to
fra^i.u n;.i on its back, formed a part

in t!io lisitis.-r ettlenicnts round
St. Jean de I.uz.
Biarritz. tJiic'hary
in all probTh-'se wo-»-!eii mi ii r<
ability of the iii :tlii .;1 ty. ο iu'liso
1 !!s I".1
'y c" ilu
t'.moiig the Ph -ι"
ries agi. The wo '.o.i r.nchor is rot>gh
fastenhewn out of 11.i-·-· ! ram-lies,
ed to a < r t- bar. :.l ο of ν soil, as to inι ί seen

of I he baggage carried by au aged coude in the Γηίοη station waiting room
It cap(it St. Louis the other evening.
turc,I the (interest of a crowd that gathered. The old man listened to tiie comments, some of them unkind jests.
Then lie spoke, almost lu a tone of

apology. "We're goln' to Texas, and we
couldn't leave it behind," he explained.
"You see, It belonged to our little boy
that's dead. He used to set a might o'
store by that old horse, and now it's all
We
we've got to remember him by.
kept It all these years back lu Indiana,
and then when things got bad and our
daughter down in Texas sent for us,
why. we Just packed up and started.
Had to leave lots of things bark there,
but not that. We couldn't leave that,
could we?" He turned to his wife.
"No; we couldn't leave the horse," she
Buid.—St. Louis Ο lobe-Democrat.

His Attempt Was Void.
hud been haviug a discussion
concerning the necessity or otherwise
of purchasing a new silk dress in order
to be ou a level with the De Moueys
next door. Banks hiul vetoed the purchase ou the ground of extravagance
and waut of funds, and Ills wife was
much put out.

They

uu uuuu
"IMimer reaoy, my ueur;
In his most conciliator}' manner. Her
face had been like α stale thunderstorm ever since the disagreement, and
Banks wanted to change it.
"Yes." answered Mrs. B. shortly.
"Must try again," said Hanks to himself.
Then aloud: "Ah, I'm glad of
that, my love. I have what the poets
would call *an aching void.' Sarah."

"You often suffer from headache."
she returned In a cutting toue.
Banks drew his chair up to tho table
with unnecessary noise and refrained
from further attempts at conciliation
for the rest of the day.—Pearson's

Weekly.

Buying Clothe*.
"I suppose everylx <!y has some plan
of making purchases." said a man holding a list of wearing apparel that he
"I>o you see thosé
was about to buy.
two articles I have crossed off? I urn
not going to buy them till the end of
the m-ason, when tho piic·· will Ικ» cut.
For the sume re:iso:i ! «ici not ι »i:ig to
lose a day In securing t! e articles not
crossed off. The two articles I cut «tut
I can wait for without mu h Inconvenience. As for the others, since I have
to buy them lu season and pay the

1 will buy them at once
and have at least a month and a half's
extra use of them. That makes mo
break even with tlie end of the season.
I save by purchasing early and late,
though the early purchases I deem
most economical, particularly In things
where style Is a consideration."—Co-

regular price,

lumbus

DIspatT'h.

The Seat of Authority.

of tve:: y or thl.ly
Iiete Is a cheap but
effectual a.ichor for compar lively li.-.ht
boats. It can be mad > o.i t ·· .-put. :ι·I
it entaiis little loss if, in a sudden
squall, It has to lie left bnl.edded in
the rocks.
close

a

g

-at stJ

i»·

pounds weight.

A Clever Youngster.
Bobby's mother had taken him t*»
church to hear the evening sermon,
and they occupied seats In the gallery,

where there was more room tliaιι <>n
the mult) floor.
Hobby tried not to
allow his attention to wander from 1'ie
preacher, but It did. He seemed to be
particularly interested In a familv who
sat in front of him, and when the <erdioii was about half over he whispered
to his mother:
"Mamma. I never saw these |ieople
before, but I know their name."
"Hush, dear!"
"But I do," persisted Bobby. "Their
name's Hill."
"How do you know?"
•iftvery time the preacher says his
text. Ί will lift up mine eyes unto the
hills," those two big girls look at each
other π ml smile."
Subsequent Inquiry proved that Hob
by was right in his guess.

Properties of Gold.
Pure gold is unaffected by the atmosphere either at ordinary temperatures
or when the metal is heated. It is also
proof against the action of common
acids when used singly. Moreover, it
confers ils properties more or less upon
copper and silver when these metals
are alloyed with It. Thus, for example,
twelve karat gold will withstand the
of nitric acid and tiie atniosordinary temperate.e, but
the copper will be oxidized
j;i lug annealing. Nine parts of g 'd
:·.. I»· alloyed with leu purls of plat! ;· : in in an ordinary crucible and th e,
but such an alloy will not le uniform.
will
V larger proportion of platluu.
Itself from the gold on soli:.ill· αIr
Ί a homogeneous alloy οι" the
ϊ! :s.
two li!"t lis cilllll'it be obtained. Jewelnet ion
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Before the Bar.
The terms "admitted to the bir" and
"before the bar" are of English origin.
The "bar" in question is the barrier
m
railing which separates the Jud ,e
ι:ι·.·Ι the other oiileers of the court from
(lie rest of the courtroom, in earlier
days the parties lo a suit pre ented
themselves before this bar, uccoiupu·
uied by their counsel. Λ lawyer, ufter
keeping the required number of terms
at

the inns of court and

passing

α sat-

unwritten law on shipboard, isfactory examination, was then euand especially on men-of-war, that tho tii'ed to appear before the bar on lie"I
said:
President." Mr. Llucolii then
quarter deck is for the exclusive use of half of a client, or. in other words, he
thought so. You swear so much like
otlicers, and all good seamen remem- was "admitted to the Imr." The EngSeward. Seward Is αιι Episcopalian ber
It, In spite of their ambitions. It lish word "barrister" suggests the techBut yoti ought to hear Stauton swear.
once happened that au ancient marnical meaning of this word.—Scrap
He can beat you both. He is a Presbyiner. a "Ave striper," while on shore Book.
terian."
without
leave captured a mule. Not
difficulty he mounted the animal and
Snake Worship.
An Odd Mistake.
perched himself as near the tail as posPython worship or the worship of
fully from crack to crack between the
Captain Amundseu, having lost sev- sible. The mule objected in every way
snake gixls#ls still practiced in parts
stones or without pretending that he
eral dogs In his expedition to the arcknown to α mule and in ways several of the west coast of Africa. In Dawas a train of cars or without some
tic regions, told some of the Xetchlllie
and unexpected.
homey and Ashantl there are temples
mumming device of childhood. But tribe that he would purchase one from
"Jack, sit more amidships." called where pythons are kept to receive the
Ile
with
dlguity.
now he behaved
them. The suggestion caused consterwho
out an engineer officer
happened adoration of the people. The snakes
made no more noise than a little nation and was promptly refused. An
ride easier."
ure not confined to the precincts of the
He escorted the beautiful lady explanation wns demanded. The man past; "you'll
mouse.
"Captain," grinned the old salt, "tills temples. Small holes ure left In the
to the gate of the Earl home, where applied to returned next day with a
Is the tlrst craft I ever commanded, inclosing wall, through which they
he awkwardly, solemnly aud wistfully chubby, laughing boy on his back.
and It's a pity If I can't stay on the
He watched "Such we do not sell," he said. Amundpuss and sometimes make themselves
shook hands in goodby.
quarter deck."
very much at home In the houses of
her go up the walk; the door clanged.
"You wished to
sen was astonished.
the people. When α stray snake is
On his way home he dreamed. One purchase one," said the man, seeing
found word is sent to the temple, the
Appreciate the Worth of 8ieep.
of thesé dreams was fascinating. Sup- Amundsen's |>erple£City. Finally it was
The amount of sleep required by a priests come and with many upologles
posing the beautiful lady was his discovered -that the tireeiilandic term
better by to his suakeship pick him up and curteacher In school! Oh, my, wouldn't he for "dog" was equivalent to "child" In person can be determined
the effects obtained than by the num- ry him back home.
be a good boy, sitting like a statuette the Netchlllie language.
ber of hours consumed, for It differs
all day long and knowing every lesson
ι
And
Cold Blooded Animal·.
greatly with ago nnd tho condition of
to perfection and— everything!
Hi· Laat Chance.
health. Few fallacies are more danThe so called cold blooded animals
then supposing that α boy should sass
"Did you ever notice," said Mrs. N.
often
is
which
adoptthat
vary from the warm blooded In the
her! Jiniuiie -painted himself wuylay- Peck, "that about half the pictures iu gerous than
more especially by
particular that their blood chnuges
ing th.it boy on the homeward road, the photographers' windows are of ed by busy people,
other
or
In scientific
and the fate of the l>oy was a tiling bridal c.iuples?
temperature In accordance with their
1 wonder why they those engaged
intellectual work, when they
surroundings. The teni|>erature of a
to make strong men cover their eyes always rush off to the photographer forms of
Is
assume that the duration of sleep
lisli will he almost exactly the same as
with their hands. And she would like as soot: as the knot is tied."
a matter of convenience. The
that of the water around it, possibly
him more and more—more and more.
"I guess the husband Is responsible largely
barmfiilness of deficient sleep may not one or two degrees higher. A snake's
And he-he would be a little god.
for it," said Mr. Peck. "He realizes
Itself until the age of decline
But as he was enteriug his father's that It is uhout his last chance to ever reveal
teui|>ernture is higher In summer than
has been reached, but It will surely in winter, the average being 82 degrounds an appalling recollection came lock pleasant."
the
decline.
hasten
He was returning with the
grees. a bird's average temjterature Is
to him.

Peculiar to Itself

Hood's

sk'ilkod toward the house like a marauding bushranger. Wheu he neared
the kitchen Γοοι- lie uiude a desperate
rush past it, aiming to gain the stables
and there secrete his guilt He was
nearing them when a thunderous voice

_

I
Guaranteed under the Food and Drags Act, Jane 90, 1906. No. 324.

A Word For Herself.
The young widow of au old husband
lnscril>ed the following words upon
her dear departed's tomb:
"To the memory of Mathurln Bezu(juet. who left this vale of tears at the
age of ninety-nine years, eleven months
and twenty days, deeply grieved at
having to leave liehlnd him the most
charming and faitlifui of wives."—
Pele Mele.

Professional Ethic*.

woman (youug and
pretty) kissed her lawyer.
"Madam," suld he, with an attempt
at firmness, "my stipulation was that

The

acquitted

there should be uo fee In this case.
You must |>ermit me to return It."—

Philadelphia Ledger.

Three 8ick Men.
It is α enrious fact that three of the
tnen who did most to revolutionize the
world had always bad health. These
were St. Paul, Julius Cuesur and Marat, the real originator of the French

revolution.

Ο Fortune, what a Jade you are to
distribute your favors at haphazard as
you do! -Le Sage.

It Is

an

It Had to Come.

Mrs.

Cakebrend

was

enter'nining

ladies at 11 select little 5 o'clock
tea, and Bobby, who had been excep
tioually well behaved, was In high
some

feather.
"Jla," he said as cake was being
handed around, "may I have some
tongue, please?"

"There Isn't any tongue. Bobby."
"That's funny." commented Bobby.
"1 heard pu say there would lté lots of

It"—8trai:d Magazine.

107. The average temperature of the
mummals is 101 degrees.

Confided In Her.
Her Mother—Does your husband take
you into bis confidence regarding his
business afTuirs?
Young Wife—Oh,
yes; he did so only this mornlug.
When I asked him to let me have $50
for α new gown he said he was very
sorry, but business was xo bud Just
now he couldn't possibly do It.—Chicago News.
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Rickets.

Simply

are not

the visible sign thet baby*· tiny bones

forming rr.pidly enough.

Lack of nourishment is the cause.
Scoffs Emulsion nourishes baby's
entire system. Stimulates ard makes bone.
Exactly what baby, needs.
ALL DRUGGISTS

50c.

AND C i.CD

φ
φ
φ

THE OXFORD BEAES.

ESTA BLISS ED 1888.

(Harford δ cm ocrât

The

i THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, ΜΑΙΝΈ, MAY Μ, 19(Τ!

K«Ut*r« and

Baptist Church, Re τ. Β. Ο. Taylor, ρ*»toi
Preaching every Sunday at 10 M a. m. 8 un da}
Π ret

Proprietor·.
▲. Ε. FORBIS.

GBOROB M. ATWOOD.
Τ

Pluis Hill.

FORBES

A

AX WOOD

κ km· —41.50 a year If paid strictly In advaact
; Hherwlee t'- OO a rear. Single copie· 4 oenu

■

All legal advertisement
Adtcrtisembh-»:
are given three connective Insertions for $15
In
of
column.
length
Special contract ,
per inch
made with local, transient and yearly advertU
—

Sabbath Evening Service ai
School at 12 M.
7:30 P. m. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at < 30. Cove
nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1M
Sunday of the month at 230 f. K. All noi
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalise Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:46 a.m.

Misa Louisa Chase ia at home from

Arlington, Mass.

SUtiLE COPIE».

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent
each. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price b]
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron
jtngle copie· of each Issue have been placed oi 1
tale at the following place· In the County
ShurtletT'a Drug Store.
South 1'arU,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'» Drug Store.
A Ifred Cole. Postmaater.
Ruckfleid.
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Office.
Pari· Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Wert Parle,
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Coming Event*.
May 17, IS. 19.—Stat»· convention of Young Men'e
Christian Asportation, Augusta.
NKW

IN ALI

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Eye Responsibility.

Rheumatism.
The Store of White.
Special Sale.
Are Tou Looking for Assortment''
Kargalns in Plush Robes.
Greatest Rug Stock
Catarrh Can be Cured.
"Blue Devils."
Notice.
Wanted.
Receiver's Sale.
For Sale.
Two Notices of Petition for Discharge.

Mrs. Carter has returned to Paris ΠΙ11
and opened her summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M. Brown moved
last week from "Lyonsden" to their
summer home at "Old Brick."
Miss May arrived from Boston last
week and expects to occupy her new
bouse here for the summer.
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield was
the guoet of relatives here last week.
Mrs. George M. Atwood attended the
reception and house party of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity at Bowdoin College
last Friday.
Misses Helen and Josie Cole were at
home over Sunday from Gorham Normal
School.
There will be a social dance at Academy Hall Thursday evening of this
week.
Mrs. Ε. Π. Jackson, who bas spent the
winter in Florida, and Miss Hubbard,
who has been in Boston, returned home
Tuesday, and Mrs. Jackson's house is

BackfMd.
Earl Brown bad two fingers badly
recently while at work in the
•rush factory. Be is laid aaide from
work.
The Royal Novelty Co. have been entertaining the Buckfield people the en- wedding
tire week. Tuesday evening they ad-

Jammed

Letter from Coehman.
Denmark.
CATARRH CAN BE CURED.
Buckfikld, April SO, 1Θ07.
Mr. June· Ν. Smith wu badlv hart
I have had the grippe. I bave bad the
Saturday by a bunch of green shingle·
HY-Oall KILL THE GERMS BT BREATHING
telling from the roof of bit stable by the grippe. I have had the grippe, with Bat
GIVES QUICK RELIEF.
MEI.
variations.
form·
aod
its
different,
Hewaehlt
of
the
staging.
giving away
No bones by the help of bromo quinine, Mr. Munon the shoulder and breast.
Many people who have suffered with
were broken, but a very narrow escape sod's pills and a mulish disposition, 1 catarrh for year· naturally think they
it
under
control.
think
have
I
cannot be cured, and become discoaraggot
d from death.
▲bout the first of March I thought I ed.
Mr. Eiwood Pingrce carried a party of
The reason they have failed of care i·
fourteen to the Ladies' Circle at Hiram would ride out and visit a relative.
In going through the woods the sleigh because they have not treated the disWednesday evening.

WMt Peri*·

jL"s

ceremony

took

P1*0·

tTc0,H?:.^v^fe5
Kp^op.1^,0.

vertised a free show and of coarse had a
fall house. The company is made np of
three men and one woman.
O. D. Stincbfleld of Auburn, organist taw
and pianist, was in town Tuesday and

diriDR

tog

the ring

service and

Wednesday.

W. C. Allen is having a motor boat
bailt by Bert Tllton for use on the
Nezinscot. It is to be fourteen feet keel
and driven by a gasoline engine.
A box supper is advertised for Wednesday, May 15th, at North Buckfield
Grange Hall, and all invited.
who passed
Miss Hattie Damon,
through a critical surgical operation at
the Maine Central Hospital some weeks
ago and since has been in critical condition at home under the care of a
trained nurse, has so far improved of
late as to be out for a short walk Thurs-

day.

Letter from Colorado.

Greeley, Col., April 30,1907.

mmBwiS°e5flowî5.
pSî5»dpS»i
^verereen.

mnd
The dinin* room and
west PMlor ^ere in pink and green, and
bridal room entirely In green and
white
An arch of trailing evergreen
was effectively arranged in one corner
in the center of which was a "Ρ™* 0
creation. tied with white
fern»
»
make a background of green. I ne

The

ÏÏhl»

«"f"

•rng*Ti™ 'b irsssst τ: A

s ·"·'»'< o'fftïwX

Mies Laura Dean, who has been confined to her bed all winter, has recently
begun to improve, sitting op each day,
giving hope that in time she will fully
preThis will be good news to her
recover.
ceeded by Miss Evis H. Bridge of Melarge circle of friends.
of
ae
maid
chanic
Falls
honor, they
The W. C. T. U. held its monthly
meeting Friday afternoon with Mrs.
James Packaid.
Mrs. Charles Prince, who spent re- MrNelson, the ceremony taktog place
cently about four weeks at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Bert Drummond, in
. bridal veil
Waterville, has returned home.
George H. Hersey, having spent a
week here arranging for moving his
business here in the near future, returned to his home in Flemington, N. J.,

aim S\«'.th.r

r",\s: κΛΛΓώ κ.

Ά'Ζ"ΐ SUSPJ°'°r
BS£

again open.
Benjamin Maxim, who has spent the
winter with his daughter in Strong, re- Tuesday.
Edwin Maxim has leased the hotel
here. Con-

went suddenly into one of those.pitch· ease with the local remedy, Hy-o-moi,
ups which you cannot see as mucb as which is breathed through a neat pocket
you can feel. Anyhow we suddenly (the iohaler so that its healiag medicated air
driver and myself) landed on the dash- reaches the most remote air-cells, kill·
board. The shock seemed to rake up all all catarrh germs and restores the mucous
Since membrane of the nose, throat and lungs
my old rbenmatic complaint·.
that time the grippe and I bave had a to a healthy condition.
sort of a running fight. When you think
Catarrh is really a local disease and to
you have got the better of it, it will grab cure it, it must be treated by a remedy
so
which reaches every spot in the nose and
you in another place, and so on and
on, all through my diabolical system; throat where the disease germs lodge.
several
the
as
bas
covered
but
it
ground
Hy-o-mei does this and give· relief from
times, I think I am all right or nearly the first day's use.
so.
A complete Hy-o-mei outflr costs but
I am stopping at present with my $1 and F. A. Shurtleff &, Co. give a
friend, Mr. Henry 0. Ricker, near my guarantee with every package to refund
old home in Hartford. There are four the money unless it cures.
of us in the family. Mr. Ricker has one
son who lives with him, one wife who
Sale.
also lives with him, and myself—the pet
The Receiver's Sale of the property of
of the household to all appearance. Mr.
of
Ricker is a man of sober habits, at least The Linen Manufacturing Co., notice
in
I never saw him when he was not sober, postponement of which was published
issue of
but there is one thing about him that is the Oxford Democrat In the
has
not quite up to date and that is he seems Feb. 5, 1007, and subsequent issues,
to
to have a strong desire to mind his own been, by order of court, postponed
business and let other people's alone. May 20, 1007, at 12 o'clock, noon, and.
I
His wife (God bless her!) is one of those unless otherwise ordered by the court,
said The Linen
motherly sort of women who are always shall sell, at the mill of Snow's
Falls in
looking out for the welfare of somebody Manufacturing Co., at
Paris, in the County of Oxford, on said
else.
at
Sunday, the 28th, I bad an invitation twenty-ninth day of May, A. D. 1907,
to go to Buckfiald and take dinner wirh 12 o'clock, noon, to the highest bidder,
a friend, also to go to church in the under the conditions of said notice pubafternoon and bear a sermon for the lished February 5, 1907, all the property
beneQt of the Odd Fellows. I rode as of The Linen Manufacturing Co. defar as Dr. W. P. Bridgham's where I scribed in «aid notice published Feb. 5.
I 1907, and in the notices therein referred
made a short
then I

•.rdUSfiH» ~rn,'Ador·

KH,

Editor Democrat:
It is said that Colorado never has two
After thirty-six years1
alike.
residence in the state I have never seen
anything like the past season. While
the winter was one of unprecedented
severity in some eastern states it was
one of unprecedented serenity in Colorado. Never did our market gardeners
gather rhubarb for use out of the open
garden ground as early as March 22d.
There was an early small ice harvest,
but after New Tear's the ice went out of
the ponds to the disappointment of some,
and posssibly to the satisfaction of the
The birds
artificial ice companies.
came, flowers and fruit trees blossomed
in March and April, but old residents felt
certain that summer had not come and
seasons

SedU^
bëinî

Srwho i^8'deservedly poS

trial at the term in March:
FIRST DAY.

Persian

V.

Everett

vs.

Trustees of Hebron

Academy.
Wing. Foster A Foster.

Blsbee A Parker.

Swasey.

SECOND DAY.

Mariette Ε Llnnell vs. Union Water Power Co
W hlte A Carter
derrick A Park.
Η

ugh Hoyt

vs. same.

Same counsel

Bryant's
Paris Hill had its first tire alarm in a announced, though
band will be in attendance and several
long time Monday morning. The house of the secret orders will take part in the
formerly owned by Mrs. Alonzo Brown, exercises.
near the old sled factory, now owned by
The Rostell Stock Co. played three
E. C. Slattery and occupied by Lester
nights here this week. It is one of the
Fogg and wife, was discovered to be on best companies that has visited our
tire in a closet around the chimney.
town in recent years.
There is no water supply in the house,
The fishermen are getting waked uj>
and the tire made considerable headway
and hoping to make some big catchee
in the closet and between the upper

°7andPweref0erscoariS Λ depot by

that bitter cold would yet be our portion,
and bo it has proved. We have just had

recent third enow storm when at
least six inches of snow fell, and this
morning the earth is white and ice formed last night a half-inch thick. It is
claimed that the peaches of Southern
Colorado and other fruits are ruined.
A prominent fruit grower of the northern
belt has said that he thinks he will not
have one apple, plum or cherry from his
great orchard, but adds that he plans to
raise sugar beets and fatten a great number of hogs. "There is no keeping a
good man down."
While the fruit growers mourn, the
general farmers are delighted with theue
snow falls, as the moisture prepares the
ground for an early germination of eeeds.
Within the last year or two great
interest has been shown in dry farming,
but it is noted that those who have most
to commend in dry farming are land
dealers intent on selling at a great price,
and the buyers are new comers, who
have not noted how in this state, we
have first, years of fair rainfall followed
by years of drouth, so that experienced
men prefer to own land "under ditch or
reservoir." Should this prove a year of
fair rainfall, it may prove the ruin of
our

occasion ftSv."wUh

bejl°s, Torpedoej

decorations of confetti and
Their destination was unknown
j" »»
«ffnrtuallv concealed their
friends a.
α tat ions between here and Portland.
M, and Uta. Shuttle» will ba at bom.
this season. A party will soon vis't <»
Concord Pond. Brook trout are a failure
in Woodstock streams.
byMrSburtleff, th. lower Hour
which is used for his drug .tore
Mrs. Diantha H. Edwards of Auburn
Their new home has been completely
is visiting friends here.
A. C. Ricker was in Auburn Wednes- furnished with every convenience ancHs
day to attend the marriage of one of his
aud «luand lavish

rice

«.τ

tr7drfuTp.rJUpnaerto -.bibbuyi.d"»g

Water was taken from Fred
floors.
Shaw's house and in about thirty minutes the volunteer tire brigade bad the
THIRD DAY.
liâmes out. Mr. Slattery has insurance
l
Tarllff
Kdmun
Wills
vs.
Albert L.
Mr.
on the buildings covering his loss.
Stevenson. Swasey.
McCarthy.
Fogg carried no insurance. Most of the
FOURTH DAY.
furniture was taken out, but the conWlnt R. Lee vs. Philip Ash, appelant.
tents of the closet where the tire started, nephews.
of Mri* Om
The section hands on the Grand Trunk
McCarthy.
Stevenson. Swasey. Stearns.
containing most of the clothing of the received notice last week that their pay
what they were wearing
family
except
A section
was raised to SI 40 per day.
Mary Synlprenls vs. Abe Genaweky, appelant.
at the time, were entirely destroyed.
Stevenson. Swasey.
McCarthy.
bos$ now gets $55 per month. Each
the store, here
crew will now consist of five men in- clMWrom th.
A reception will be given Judge and
Betbel.
stead of four.
Mrs. Peabody by the Rumford Board of
of
the
a
Rev. C. N. Gleason spent
part
Sburtl.lt are, hlehTrade at Cheney Opera House Tuesday
week in Portland attending the state
West Sumner.
evening.
of Congregational churches.
conference
Mrs. H. T. Sparks of Brewer is visitOf the jurors drawn for the term
Monday, work which was left unfinishher daughter, Mrs. E. G. Marston.
several have already been excused from
ed was resumed on the G. T. R., and a ing
a
aud
pUarMr. Prince of Auburn was here last
attendance by Judge Peabody, the full
crew of one hundred men with an imweek buying cattle. He bought a yoke
list being as follows:
mense steam shovel and other machines
of oxen of Henry Poland.
J. S. Allen, Newry.
have been busy widening and lowering
.lohn E. Alters, Andover.
N. C. Ford has purchased a yoke of
tbe track.
H. C- Bacon, Woodstock.
oxen at Bethel.
the VV. C. T. U. held its anEugeneS. Bean, Bethel.
Tuesday
Mrs. Mabel Foster and two children of May good luck atteud them through the
Fred R. Bradbury. BrownSeld.
nual meeting at the home of Mrs. Ira
Ell Ctemons, Hiram. (Excuse·!.)
Pond are spending a few days
Bryant's
The following officers were
Jordan.
Jabez W. Dunn. Hartford.
Good Will Socle.,
with Mrs. Foster's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred O. Eat->n, Rumford.
elected for the ensuing year:
Freeman Farrar.
E. Pavson G rover. Bethel.
I'reeMrs. Ο. Μ. Μ ι«οη.
Ball. There
James F Hobbs, Fryeburg. (Excused.)
Ε. E. Field and family of North Pari*
Vlee-l'res.—M. E., Mrs. Kannle Blsbee LoveElton S. Newton, Peru
be a
stage «utert.ium.ut with
with Mm. E. G. Small.
Sunday
speut
joy.
Rumford.
H.
Martin,
Jerry
Universalis, Mrs. Irvlop Ames.
Mrs. Abbie Bates has gone to South
W. J. Merrill. Hebron.
Conitrricatlotial. Mrs. S. F. BllUngs.
«b»d with cou
Herbert L Mitchell, Roxbury.
Paris to visit friends.
L. T. Barker.
Trcas.—Mrs.
George W. Moore, Canton.
Mrs. James Buck, who has been ill siderable frolic and fun among the chilCor. nnd Kec. See.—Mrs. E. W. Chandler.
Horace A. Murcli, Buck lit· id.
(iron
Walter E. Penley, Greeuwood.
The hostess served dainty refreshments with a sore throat, is much better.
Ρ T. fttinliam line hurl a roof nut on
Mrs. S. T. White vieited at South
Leon A. Roberts. Hanover.
at the close of the meeting, assisted by
Sharon Robinson. Sumner.
his piazza which is a great improvement. Paris two or three days last week.
her daughter, Mrs. Harry Jordan.
Charles M. Russell, Dlxtleid.
Our local drum corps is rehearsing in
Tk„
I>.mol·
tkù
liotliol
School commenced Monday in the
Nchemlah Ε Sawyer, Porter.
Austin P. Stearns. Paris.
Pleasant Pond District, taught by Ora preparation for Memorial Day.
a
and
interesting
Grange
Tuesday,
very
Trank Stearns, Waterford.
Mrs. Thomas Ratcliffe is seriously ill.
Field of North Parie.
meeting is reported.
L. W. Thomas, Byron.
Quite a number of traveling entertainEllsworth Thayer, Parle. (Excused.)
Clytie Bradeen of Sumner obtained
the body of Mr. Harold
Wednesday,
Ε. E. Twltchell, Oxford.
got the prize of ment companies have recently visited
Chapman, who died suddenly at bis the most votes and the
Μ Ε Tucker, Mexico.
Royal Novelty our town. A week ago Saturday night
was silverware offered by
in
Auburn
home
night,
Sunday
E.
Walker,
Norway.
George
a man was here with moving pictures,
Isaac Wardwell, Albany.
brought to Bethel and buried in the Co.
John A. Woodman, Norway. (Excused.)
Carl Dunham of North Paris has and all of last week acnmpany of six callMuch symfamily lot at Riverside.
Frank Brown's bouse in this vil- ed Grey's Bohemian Glass Blowers, were
pathy is expressed for the family in their bought
John's Letter.
lage and has moved his family here. Mr. at Dunham's Ilall. On the whole they
sad bereavement.
InIn December, 1847, at M»ulmain
had quite a good patronage. They spun
The Kostell Stock Co. filled an en- Brown has moved his household goods
dia. there «uttered into life and lu.
to the home of his daughter, Mrs. M. C. glass as tine as silk and made some very
gagement of three nights at Odeon Hall.
and immortality what the
curious and beautiful novelties which
he will live.
Saturday, May 4, the Berlin base ball Barrows, where
Kmilv C Judson,—in her gem of a
\ntipas Bisbee has a raccoon which were worth the admission price to see
team came to play with the Bethel boys
»Mv Bird." This is the beginhe keeps for a pet. His coonic majesty They also had stage entertainments and
butthesrorm prevented.
and the ending of the mother-birdwith a short dance.
Arbor Day was made a part holiday in resents interference from strangers and closed
Six members of Granite Lodge, No.
the schools and the Academy grounds when approached will spit and growl
"Fre la*t year'* moon had left the sky·
and show his teeth in a very vindictive 182, F. and A. M., attended the session
were treated to a spring cleaning.
of the Grand Lodge at Portland last
Mrs. Gerow of Yarmouth has been in manner.
An»l foU1e<t. oh. βο
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Chandler have week. C F. Barden was accompanied
Its ttuy wing* upon my breast.
our village on business the past week.
his youngest daughter, Miss Alice Ε
Mr. Uorace Andrews is enjoying a closed their house in this village and by
a memgone to the home of their son, Fred Barden. Mr. Benton L. Swift,
new automobile.
"Doubts—hopes. In ea^er tumult rise,
ber of Granite Lodgo, was appointed
mur. I)
prayer
Friday eveulng. Prof. Carl Jean Tol- Chandler.
Roont for my bird to Hara SM·...
of
district
Grand
Master
Mrs. F. Chandler is slowly recovering District Deputy
man of South Paris gave an organ recital
An.» tfve her aimtel ρ umagc there
from an operation for appendicitis and No. 10.
and
Dr.
church
assisted
in
the
M.
E.
by
e
Always having been an admirer ο
The West Paris Public Library Associais not yet able to work.
ludsons and also of the song of t e Mrs I. H. Wight, Miss Alice Russell,
tion held its annual meeting Monday
Gibson
Miss
Jane
Mrs
F.
E.
Edwards,
ι m
Hebron.
evening, May β, at Good^Will Hall. The
β,Ι tu know Wliitlier a*»y enfler tue and Miss Bessie Andrews as vocalists.
On Tuesday, the 7th, Miss Alice Mel- reports of the officers showed the inIt was a real musical treat and Prof.
whole Heavens the "bird' had
to be extrue artist cher entertained her little friends in terest and financial standing
Years ago I learned the coarse of its Tolmaii showed himself the
cellent. There are fifty paid up memlie is and proved himself master of the celebration of her twelfth birthday.
And
the
of
its
rest.
and
ll'gbt
place
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glover have a bers and nearly 51)0 books in the library.
The solos, duets and ladies'
had cheek enough to write the husband organ.
Beside the expenditures the treasurer
and the young son about a week old.
for a photo of the bird he had snared, quartet were fully appreciated,
Mr. Snow, one of the students who has on hand something over 9150.
and got U with a nice letter. For more Μ Ε. society, especially the committee has been
Rev. D. L. Joslin is supplying the pulvery ill with pneumonia, has
to make the
than twenty years there has been in my who labored so faithfully
and it is
deserve much credit passed the crisis and is now recovering. pit at the Methodist church,
album the sweetest face you ever saw- concert a success,
an all day meet- expected he will continue to do so for
held
Hebron
Grange
for
the
f-lt
who
listened
all
and
grateful
Excuse me! Your wife? Well, one of
ing Wednesday the Sth. W.J. Thomp- the present. Mr. Joslin has a family rethe sweetest. That sounds better and musical treat afforded them.
son of
South China, State Grange siding at Norway and it is not his intenlooks better in print.
Greenwood.
Lecturer,
gave an address which was tion to move here, so the Methodist
The mother-bird eings:
parsonage is unoccupied at present. It
in the shade up to this greatly enjoyed by all present.
No
90
degrees
In
a
blrU."
In<l
lovelier
"There·· not
is "hoped that later some one may be
9th day of May as yet, but that it looks
Mexico.
And she might have said or sung, nor
found who can come here and take
and acts more like spring must be ad
anvw-iiere else, without affecting the
IiOwis A. Thomas, a brother-in-law, charge of the pastorate and occupy the
mitted by the raoit casual observer.
truth, but it would have spoiled the Fences have been
repaired, boulders re- and Mrs. Martha Spaulding, a niece of parsonage.
metre. If there isn't a room for her in
Mrs. Ella M. Keith of Worcester,
moved from the Held by dynamite, dress- W. W. Bolster, attended the funeral at
Paradise all creation wil^be tocked out
Mass., who recently has been at South
hauled out and the' cattle in the Auburn.
ing
s
Don't know anything about it, but that
Our road commissioner is doing a Paris, and is a W. C. T. U. worker in
pasture getting a part of their living.
W
the department of "Work among RailAnd yet there has been a snow drift long needed job on the Roxbury road,
We long ago made it a role
with road Employes," occupied the pulpit at
near by so that no other ice has been building a cement bottomed culvert
the
Universalist church Sunday, the
walls of split stone and covering it with
used in the creamery up to date.
12th, in the absence of the pastor, Rev.
Frank Brooks has moved back from stone.
rule the other night and took in Laingt
A. E. Small is starting the foundation Miss Macduff.
Locke's Mills, but is not yet settled in
moving-picture entertainment aud were his own home. He called at the Bennett for a cottage, fronting west, on the street
not disappointed.
It was
East Brownfield.
and showed us his wound- running back of the Baptist chapel.
n place recently
we don't know how it is done.
The ball
Your correspondent will much mifs
The W. C. T. U. met at Mrs. Julia
ed tinger. It it not healing well and he
was well dlled, and all appeared to enrather thinks it will have to be amputat- the twice or thrice yearly visits of his Bean's last Friday afternoon.
J
Mrs. Ε. A. G. Stickney and daughter
ed at the first joint, as it should have old teacher and reliable friend, W. W.
We also took in the New Century
Holster, when we found pleasure in talk- Isabel
have returned from Beverly,
been when the accident occurred.
Pomona at East Sumner Wednesday and
been inti- Mass
where they spent the winter and
Speaking of the black squirrel, it is so ing of the many years we had
were not disappointed,
lhat also was
rare an animal, at least in this section of mately connected with the events of this are occupying their cottage on Mill Road.
realistic, and we knew how it was done. the
state, that we have seen but one section of our county—and well know all Miss Stickney is unable to be out on acNo hidden machinory-right out operr
oar somewhat pro- the people thereabouts. Although eleven count of a severely sprained ankle.
The moving pictures were flesh and specimen during
Last Friday the L. T. L. chose the foltracted pilgrimage and that was some 25 years older than I, we have Men close
blood, and tinted by the divine artist
lowing officers:
ago. We saw an animal running friends for more than fifty years.
Tuesday is what is sometimes called a years
Rumford
Falls
next
Court
at
J.
S.
President—Geneva Hand*.
on the wall near by similar to the
"red letter day" to us-one pair of twin along
Beulah Johnson.
Vice Pree
common red squirrel, but black as a week.
Sec —MlUlreil Haimon.
lambs and four kittens. O, we are
in
meets
there
December.
there
have
been
Congress
mink, and perhaps
might
Johnson.
Treae.—Ralph
prospering.
some doubt as to what it was bad not
The Congregational Circle met at Mrs.
John
East Bethel.
the cat brought in the same animal a
Diana Rowe's last week.
,
Hon.
Bolster.
Farmers have commenccd work on
«lay or two later, when on being exaraina
to
it
was
found
be
at
ed
close
land.
their
quarters,
Hun. William Wheeler Bolster, who
East Waterford.
Mr. J. H. Swan and Mr. Elmer Trask
died at his home in Auburn Tuesday black squirrel—nothing more nor less. It
Rev. Edwin A. Rumball preached in
is
that
the
black
the
9th.
has
been
said
visited
squirrel
Norway
evening. May 7, was a native of Oxford
not a distinct species, having been found
Mr. Insley Young of Massachusetts this school house Sunday evening, May
Countvand for nearly fifty years
1
5th. He will pr»acli on alternate Sundent of it. He bad had a long, busy in the name neat with the common red was here last week attending to his farm
here and in Temple Hill school
and useful life, had received many bon- squirrel, but as to that matter we know affairs. He sold a valuable colt to Mr. days
house during the summer, services beors at the hands of hie fellow-citizens nothing, yet why not, since black and J»hn Philbrook.
Mr and Mrs. Norman Sanborn and lit- ginning at 7 o'clock.
and had served them in many capacities red kitteus are sometimes found in the
Mrs. J. B. Haskell visited in Portland
Mr. Bolster was 83 years of age at the same nest, and yet no one doubts but tle daughter of South Paris visited here
last week.
last week.
time of his death. He was the son of that they belong to the same species.
Clarence 11. Pride and Warrei V.
The schools did not commence eo
Mr. N. F. Swan is visiting relatives in
Gen. Alvan Bolster of Rumford, and was
Kneeland are in Portland attending the
the
on
bad
usual
account
of
as
Ν.
H.
born in that town July 0.
early
Berlin,
He atMr. Porter Farwell goes to Rumford Grand Lodge eessions of F. and A. M.
tended the public schools of Rumfori, traveling. The teachers in the several
Mrs. Π ara F. Warren and son Charlea
Falls every week with batter, eggs, etc.,
the academy at Bethel, and htted fo districts are:
Ml le—Ulna l.lttleh lie.
where he finds ready sales and good of Oxford visited at S. S. Hall's the
He taught
college at Peacham, Vt.
,L«*e'e
first of the week.
Irinh District— fnkn wu.
for a while, and in 1844 began
price·.
Greenwood Centre—Mvrtle Rln*.
Mrs. Jennie Stone, who is at borne
Mr. Albion Holt is assisting in buildthe study of law. with the late J«d8e
Bryant District—\nnte Richmisou.
from Portland for a few days, and Mrs.
Giwnwoo.1 City— \ nnle Kluiball.
Walton and Isaac Handall of Dixfield.
ing a barn for Mrs. Joseph W. Bean.
I atch Mountain-Smile Davis.
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett, Mrs. C. M. Kim- Edgar L. Stone spent Wednesday with
lAter he attended Harvard Law School,
RloharUon District-Lena 8cwe!l.
Pride.
and was admitted to the bar in 1846
ball, Ο. B. Farwell, Ella Farwell, Jennie Mrs. Martha
Tubka District—Miss Hill.
Mrs. Charles Ryerson and daughter,
others
attended Pomona
Swan and
His first offices were at Eaet Rumfoid,
Mrs. John Howe, of Norway, spent SanHiram.
where he practiced law until ISj-, at
Grange at Bethel the 7th.
day with Mrs. Pride.
that time removing to Dixtield. where
Mr. Daniel Leroy Clough died in East
L. M. Sanderson returned to his farm
Wilson's Mills.
he remained until 1872.
In the last Hiram April 29 of tuberculoma, aged 26
named year he removed to Auburn, years, 3 days. He suffered from an atAzel Wilson is cooking for the Β. M. Tuesday.
Justin E. Mclntireis poorly.
which has ever since been his home.
tack of grippe jD the winter from which Co. at thstDurkee place.
B. G. Mclntire Is unable to be about
Mr. Bolster's life was very active, both he failed to rally. He was a worthy
Lewis Olson is helping E. S. Bennett much on account of trouble with his
in business and in politic*
He wa# an
raan °' 8°°d morals, and peace- on the drive.
knee.
influential Republican, and in the course able disposition. Wit bin some five years
Stella Crimmins is working for Mrs.
of his long career held many οβι«». his parents and three sisters have died, Alden Farnham at the hotel.
Norway Lake.
Besides many minor positions, be was the moot of them from the same disease.
The rear of the American Realty Co.'s
Norway Like Woman's Club will meet
Mrs. Eugene Wadsworth is very ill.
drive went past here Thursday, May 2d.
county attorney for Oxford County
15th.
years ; state senator from Oxford County
Mr. Harry P. Young is in poor health
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson were gue«ts with Miss Ellen Partridge May
Mothers' Club will meet at the hall
throe terms, and president of the senate, from appendicitis.
of their daughter Mrs. A. L. Wilson,
May 21st.
■tate bank examiner six years; member
Mrs. Blanche Page and two children of Friday.
«
A. D. Kilgore has returned from the
of the governor's council; city solicitor
b" ",h"· ""
Another snow storm May 4th makes
at Lewiston.
of Auburn, and mayor of the same city,
the farmers look blue and bard for the hospital
J. L. Partridge rode to the store MonMisa Ruth demons ia sick with grippe. drivers.
having been elected to the last position
for the first time since last March.
when over seventy year· of age.
Mr. Chaa. C. Lowell ia on a vacation.
Fred Shaw is working for C. I. Wilson. day
Mrs. C. A. Stephens returned from her
Mr. Bolster leave· two sona and two
ukee kia place on
School began May fltb, taught by Miss
visit In Massachusetts lait weak.
Bessie Seules of Newry.
daughter·. Interment wu at Dlxflild. th· B. F. D. root·.
A. I.. Llttlehale et al
Same counsel.
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ing

would-be

dry

farmers

tainties, but it is hard to convince

call,

are

one

that prevented the
in the winter cars
could not be secured to deliver the beets
from the distant plantations along the
railroad tracks. The losses were enorOne
mous to the sugar corporations.
official informed me that the losses here
So
it
alone would amoant to $100,000.
will be seen that soulless corporations
do sometimes have their little worries.
O. Howard.

Resolutions.

Money=Making Farms

Sold od account of change of resilience or to
settle estates: cannot be
anywhere for
the money. Made big prollta for owners; many

equaled

other wonderful bargains.
Fruits, poultry,
dairy, and vegetables Described In detail with
photographs In "Strout's List 18." Send to-day
for free copy. List your properties for sale with
us* B. A. Strout Co., 33Λ Water St., Augusta, Me.
IVear Bangor, Maine.
110 acres, cuts 60 tons hay, magnlllcent set of
bulldlnars (sec cut No. C20flj, owner has been wintering 75 to 100 horses yearly and this profit ible
business will be turned over to you. Price only
$3.300. Strout.
Kennebec Valley, Maine.
40 acres, $800. Keep 3 cows, pell cream, 1000
cords wood, 49 apple trees, small house, barn
You cm quickly pay for It selling wood.
40x40.
See picture No. ltort. Strout.
Overlooking Ocean.
York Countv, Maine, GO acres, complete set of
spemllil buildings; cuts 30 tons hay; one mile to
two popular bcach resorts ; hotels, etc. ; owner
includes horse, 100 hens, 4 cattle and tools for
20
only #2200. Strout.

Bankrupt's

a

term

many

poultry raisart

ing of chicken* raited on

Purina

use

F. H. NOYES CO.
)

F.

Poultry

free from grit and trash and
contain no smutty or burnt wheat. Just pure,
sound sweet, grains and seeds. You can feed
them with utmost confidence—they will
bring you better results.

These feed*

are

FOR SALE BY

REMEMBER the chicks that will
come from your incubator will have
no mother to guide them ; the right
Purina Chick Feed will
feed will.
C. B. Cummings
save their lives.

Come to

You will find

supplies.

for your

a

litie of

complete

j

CAMERAS, FILMS, PAPERS, PLATES, POST CARDS,
DEVELOPING MATERIALS, LANTERNS, TRIPODS, and ]

everything

TAKING

for PICTURE

needed

and PICTl'RE

J
;

MAKING.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.

Stores,]^»»»· [Maine.

3
F.

j

F. A. SUUBTLEKK * CO.

BHUBTLEFF * CO.

A.

SPECIAL SALE!
For a Short Time We Are Offering
the Following Rare Bargains:
19S0 yards
only.
Lot

I

I

Val Lace

Hamburg
it

it

6c. per

Sc>

yard
it

tt

12ic.

"

44

....!4C-

44

44

44...

44

44

44

Hamburgs

67c., 75c. and $1.00.
over these goods.

1

Hamburg

Lot

J
I

by

This lot sold

30c. per dozen.

tt

44

Wide

at

at

"

41

41

dozen

at.... 15c. ; er

tt

it

:;ie

yard

4t,..,|yc.

"

44

4l....25C-

44

41

for Corset Covers at 30c , 33c., 42c., 4 ., 50c.,
We shall be pleased to have you cal! ami look

truly,

S. Β. & Z, S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Pasture To Let.

The Bass Shoe
which we have just placed in our
stock is a great addition to our line
and is one of the most serviceable
shoes made. Good leather and good
workmanship are the two causes that
have produced this wonderful shoe.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

That be may be deWherefore he prays,
creed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate under said
except such debts as are exbankruptcy Acts,
law from such discharge.
cepted
A. D. 1907.
Dated this 9th day of

May,

CLEOPHAS GAGNE, BankruptORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Maine, ss.
On this 11th day of May, A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
upon the same on the 31»t day of May, A. D.
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Demi ocrat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner shoulu not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

us

& Sons.

County of Oxford,
CLEOPHAS
District, respectfully

by

TAKING.

Eastman Kodak Co.'s

of Maine :

GAGNE, of Rumford, in the
and State of Maine,
in said
represents, that
on the 20th day of February, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all bis property and rights of
property, and has fully complied with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.

f

CO.

|

PICTURE

Will pas) ure about six cows. Ou my
)
old farm, in Tarif*. Shall sell the stand; In Bankruptcy.
CLEOPHAS UAGNE,
ing grass on the farm later.
Bankrupt. )
CHARLES EDWARDS.
To the Hon. ct.akknce Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
South Paris, May 0.
19-ao
In the matter of

A

_

Time to think of

Yours

Norway, flaine.

—

F. A. «BrBTLEFl·

MIIUBTLEFF * CO.

A.

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

I

Feeds

Hats, Belts.

EVERYTHING YOU WOULD EXPECT TO FIND IN A CLOTHINQ
STORE WE HAYE.

ι

when peak-

$1.50

50c., $1
$1 50, $j,

10

BALINCH

DOUBLE SOLE, HANI)

NAIL-

THE TAN

District of

MORWAY, MAINE.

HIGH,

ED.
For

apply

Pasturage.

pasturage
to

at North

WATERPROOF,

CALF,

MORAL, BELLOWS TONGUE,
i-2

This is

shoe made to stand

a

water.

Is

strong and servicable.

Price $4.50.

Stoneham,

Walter S. Butters, East

Stoneham, Maine.
ERNEST S. BARTLETT,
20 21
Manchester, Ν. H.

THE RUgSETT GRAIN BLUCHER. JUST
THE BOOT FOR HEAVY, HARD USAGE.

Price $3.00.

NOTICE.
stated.
Soutb i'arls, Maine, April 24. 1907.
Witness the Hon. Clahence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port-1
Thin 1b to notify all i<cr«oue that from tbte rtay
land, in itald District, on the 11th day of May, I rive my eon, l<ewl* E. Maraton, hi* time to act
A. D. 1907.
and to manage for hlnnelf, and I (hall neither
JAMES E. IlEWEY, Clerk.
claim any of tile wajrc* nor pay any of hi· Mil·
[L. 8.J
A true ropy of itetltlon ami order theroon.
J A MES Ε HEWKY, Clerk.
Attest
CHARLES H. MARSTON.

We have other

ieSo*"®''

only these

two

styles

but mention

styles.

Try

a

pair

and you will wear no other make.
J. F. PLUMMER,
Telephone 106-3.

Is Pure Paint.

brothers and sister, and vet we bow submissively to the all-wise decree of Divine

Providence;
Resolved,

to be divorced from yonr appendix.
There will be no occasion for it if you

il

$1 and

Q*

Resolved, That we as a lodge feel we
lost highly worthy and helpful

ALIMONY

Discharge.

CHICKENS"

weight

and fall.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

have

PAY

Petition for

^"CHECKERBOARD

spring

few weeks in

wore

THE^EST?
Harrison's Town I Country)
WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.

"Ob, not in cruelty, nor In wrath,
The Reaper came that day ;
'Twas an angel visited tbla gre<*n earth
And took the flower· away."
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty
God to remove from us by death our
esteemed brothers, Dr. Horatio Woodbury, James F. Doble, Frank P. Burbank,
and sister Carrie S. DeCoster; therefore
be it

DON'T

the garment to

wear a

Hathaway and other makes, also Ccat Shirts,
Congress and other makes, band or collar,
Light weight Flannel Shirts,
Fancy Hosiery, Neckwear, Gloves,

WHY NOT USE

beyond.

just

A medium

50c., 75c., $1.

Underwear,

moit

Gray

never

Negligee Shirts.

IF YOU ARE GOING TO PAINT

The breath of these Mowers is iweet to me"—

he laid bis icy hand on our fair and
dearly loved sister, Carrie S. DeCoster,
and tenderly called her to the home
so

be it further
That we extend to the bereaved families our deepest sympathy
and pray God's comforting blessing upon
them ; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the records of this
lodge and a copy be sent to the families
of onr deceased brothers and sister, a
copy sent to the Oxford Democrat for
publication, and the emblem of mourning placed in the ball for thirty day·.
) Committee
C. A. Briggs,
on
Cabbib R. Hall, >
Sabah Chute,
) Resolutions.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No. 30.

is

Frothingham,

A NARROW ESCAPE.

G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk,
Mo., bad a narrow escape four years ago,
when be ran a jirason burr into his
thumb. Πθ eaye: "The doctor wanted
to amputate it but I would not consent.
I bought a box of Bucklen'e Arnica
Salve and that cured the dangerous
wound." 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff
it Co.'s.

Again the dread "Reaper, whose name
is Death," bas entered our portals, and
taken from our ranks our highly esteem-,
ed and much respected brothers, Dr.
Horatio Woodbury, James F. Doble and
Frank P. Burbank.
"Shall I have naught that I· fair," Mid he,
Have naught but the bearded grain?

Medium

—

Wm. Cushsian.

If you

Union Suite in two g ades, $1, $1.50.
them try one this year.

Receiver.

W. 0.

at our stores to

Summer Underwear in balbriggan weaves is the
satisfactory. We have these colors, Ecru, Black,
and Blue, at 25c., 45c., oc. per garment.

Dated at Portland, Maine, May 8,1007.
CHARLES A. STROUT,

20-22

a large variety
please you.

will find

positive you

feel

Furnishings

Spring 1 Summer Furnishings Complete.

Trunks, Bags,

factories generally pay Ave dollars per
ton for the beets delivered. The intense
and continued sunshine of Colorado is
most favorable to the development of
sugar in the beet. The yield of the
sugar is from 12 to 22 per cent of sugar.
Think of it; certain specimens of beets
giving almost four 100 pound sacks of
granulated sugar to the ton of beets!
The processes of extracting sugar from
the beets are intricate and expensive;
and still some of these giant factories
produce about one sack of sugar every
minute and consume 600 to 800 tons of
beets in 24 hours, the fires never going
out during the sugar campaign of 00 to
120 days. There is no night, no Sunday,
no holiday there.
Do you suppose, Mr.
Editor, that the time will ever come
when a process will be discovered whereby a man can raise a few tons of beets in
his backyard and cheaply manufacture
bis year's supply of sweet?
The engar people have had their

deep snow in October
hauling of beets, and

to.

—

Desert."
You may have noted that Miss Helen
Gould has recently bought 100,000
acres of land near Greeley, at a cost of
1350,000, and this is to be subdivided
info
email farms and S100.000 more
spent in developing the same and building houses with the intention of providing homes for the poor of New York
city. Experts will ebow the people how
to grow fruits and fowls and stock and
general farm crops, and the new-comers
will be allowed to purchase their little
farms on easy terms and the unworthy
and thriftless will be weeded out. It
has not yet developed just where this
purchase is, but it is claimed to be
"under ditch."
One of the most wonderful things
that has happened to Colorado is the
development of the beet eugar industry.
Here at Greeley we have a sugar plant
that cost about one million dollars and
within seventy-five miles of us there are
now seven or eight similar plants, some
of them larger, each costing about a
million and consuming in all, the beets
from tens of thousands of acres. Great
numbers of Japs and Russians have been
imported to cultivate the beets and the

was a

are we

in

enough

Ladies and Gents

making

There

If you

Spring Footwear

foretell what great things are
in "The Great American

season.

the rail-

NOTICE.
myself, but my cane went into the soft
My wife, Uladye A. Hammond, having left my
soil about half the length of it, and I
bed and board without cauee, all person· are
suddenly kissed the ground the same as forbidden to trust her or give her any credit on
he discovered my tiehalf, u I shall not pay any debts which
Columbus did when
she may contract.
America.
A.D.HAMMOND.
I turned over as well as I could and 20 21
to
of
the
ditch
to
crawl
out
up
began
the sidewalk. I looked up and what do
you think I saw? It was nothing more
nor less than a beautiful young lady
FOR
bending over me with compassion in her
eye and a smile on her countenance. She
laid her band on my arm in a gentle way
(which none but the fair sex can fully
understand), and said "Can I be any help In Bluchers, Bals and Oxfords in
to you in your dilapidated condition?"
I said, "Yes marm, if you please." She all leathers.
worked over me so gently that to tell
ALSO
the truth I did not try to help myself
mucb. Finally she said there was a man
coming. I saw at once it was no use to
Suit Cases.
play off any longer, so I began to scrabble up myself. I looked up and saw the
village lawyer and some other loafers
standing over me. I thanked the lady
fpr trying to help a poor defalcated man
I did not thank the
out of his trouble.
South Paris.
lawyer for I did not know but he might
put in a bill for advire.
Very soon the man whom I was going
to take dinner witb came along with hie
team and inquired into my case. I asked him if be had anything in the house
to eat. He said no doubt I was in my
right mind, and took me in and carried
In the afternoon
me to bis own houee.
we had a good smoke then went to
church and heard a very good sermon.
I don't know but in order to justify
myself against the suspicion that at the
time I went overboard I was drunk or
had been taking ardent spirits, I will
state I have always been a temperance
iLan more or less, but there was no
fraud nor deception about it, but straight
goods, and no put-up job.

going to happen

troubles the past

I pro-

ceeded all right until I got near
road, when by some mistake" I stepped
off the sidewalk down about a foot and
three inches. I put out my cane to save

year by year to preserve the winter flow
of waters and the flood waters of early
summer in reservoirs, and to tap the
underflow of waters by the aid of pumps
So precious
run by gasoline engines.
has water become that the right to water
the irrigating
an eighty acres from
ditches now sells at $3300. Numbers of
farmers are now pumping water from
wells, for irrigation. Our own farm of
00 acres is an example of this. My
partner is a skilled market gardener.
We sank a crib some twelve feet square
into the water-bearing gravel, then laid a
drain pipe 1000 feet beneath some toowet seepage land and connecting with
the well, and we have a generous supply of water. When tbe centrifugal
pump is started, out comes 50 inches of
water per second, enough to irrigate a
dozen rows of potatoes at a time. Last
fall we raised on land once classed as
barren 400 sacks of onions per acre and
$400 of the finest celery on less than an
We are still grading and improvacre.
ing the land, aiming to ultimately oring
most of it under cultivation. No man
can now

thought

would walk the rest of the way.

who is not open to reason. Again we
hear that delightful old song of the real
estate man, "The rainbelt is moving

west."
Meanwhile preparations

Looking for Assortment?

Are You

Receiver's

turned recently to his home
» ·!»«« of the «room, wtd the
until recently run by A. F. Warsidering bis advanced years he is in stable,
to
Ou Wednesday he pur- beautiful poem "M«rr|»ge \
ren and son.
two
had
has
he
o»._
good health, although
beia anu
lowine this a reception wae
Money making Farms.
chased three horses of Mr. Warren.
winter.
the
of
the
attacks
grippe during
Dog·.
Benjamin Spaulding and sons on Thurs- sincere good wishes and congratulations
Pigs for Sale.
On arriving here he found that bis
a new row of hitching posts were extended to the happy couple by
house had been broken into during his day put up
and rail at their store. Mr. James all present. During the time MendelsransackSupreme Judicial Court.
somewhat
and
absence,
things
Lewis did the work.
ed. though apparently nothing had been
Edwin Maxim is making some desiremaof
the
off.
The
carried
purpose
MAY TERM, 1ίΚ>7.
member ol both famille,
able changes and improvements to his
rauders seems to have been not plunder,
Hon. Henry C. Peabody,
house, among whioh will be a and a few invited friends, nearly forty
but mischief, as was especially evident dwelling
A delicious redding
present.
Justice Presiding.
bath room.
number of
lunch was daintily served under the
Clerk. from the fact that a large
Charles F. Whitman,
bricks had been taken off the top of the
Pond.
Bryant's
Stenographer.
J. A. Hayden,
and dropped down inside, so
at
The Sundav memorial service will be
Charles P. Barnes,
County Attorney. chimney
that it was necessary to take out a piece
Sheriff.
the Universalist church on May
at
Hiram R. Hubbard,
held
of the chimney to get them out. It
The address will
•26th at 3 o'clock r. m.
Messenger.
W. A. Barrows,
must have been a lot of satisfaction to
Librarian.
be delivered by Rev. J. H. Little of
Walter L. Gray,
many a new comer, who, encouraged by
do such a trick as that.
South Paris. Hon. John P. Swasey of
his one good crop, will invest largely to
For the May term, which opeus at
Seward Stearns, who is now a conbride
and
distributed
orator
among thegueste. bis ultimate ruin.
Rumford Falls at 10 o'clock Tuesday, ductor on the elevated road in Boston, Canton will be the Memorial Day
Th«
afte
left
on
the
bridal
been
not
has
full
The
here.
couple
Several of our state papers are warnprogramme
the following cases were assigned foi was at home for a few days last week.
Pond
the
of the uncer-

T"''i :^''tLm"uÎ.Hucffl &

BLUE 8TORE8.

READ THE ANALYSIS BELOW WHICH IS AUTHORITY.
Fluid Portion
Γ50.18
f 49.12
...
Linseed Oil
.46
No. J
.08
No. J
Turpentine and Drier
180 ] 48.78
181"] 49.09
....
.30
[ .73 Water
Undetermined

White Lead
Lead Sulphate
Zino Oxide

100.00

j

100.00

the

SOROSIS,
EVANGELINE

88.10
9.80

2.10

100.00

This analysis was made of paint bought in open market by the North Dakota
Proving conclu·
Government Experiment Station and ia absoultely disinterested.
ia The Beat.
lively the Purity of TOWN AND COUNTRY PAINT.—It

Wm. C. Leavitt Co,

keep your bowels regular with Dr.
King's New Life Pills. Their action la
so gentle that the appendix never has
Norway, Maine.
cause
to make the least oomplalnt.
Guaranteed by F. ▲. Shnrtleff A Co. 86
oar a tor· anytime.
cents. Try them.
B^Tbis Analyala and that of otbar kind· can be aeen at

We have a splendid line to show yon this season. AH
styles, all kinds of leather. We know we can suit you.

new

NEW

$3-50

and

$4.00
$300

$'2.50

CENTURY,

WELLESLEY
Other Lines for

$200

$1*50 and $1.25

Every kind is a bargain. Remember you en find what
kinds of
you want here. We carry one of the largest lines of all

footwear in the State.
Suit Cases.

Also

a

good

line of Trunks, Bags

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Oppra House Block, Norway,
Telephone

CASTORIA RrlntMtiiiiChidnfl.

JkiKUYNjUnlUnplNikt

11Q-8.

g*·""»

Maine

Democrat

The Wrford

SOUTHJPARIS.
SOOTH

LKATK

Mra. Sarah J. Perley of Lebanon
X. H., la visiting her slater, Mra. J. Η

PAA1S

*., dally: 9:44 A.
Going down.easij-i:*
except Sunday. 4 35 P. M., daily.

Little.

thdng up

(weitt;—10 M A. ■·, daily ;
p. m.. dally.

3«

8:47
,WUy except Sunday ;

P.

M.,

CHVSCHKS

Another

storm Saturday, and th<
hilla were white well through the fore
noon—the Uth of May.
snow

Mra. Fred S. Brown of Portland visit
Congregational Church. Κβτ. A. K. Bald
1'reaching service. 10:45 A. M. ; ed her parents, Mr. and Mra. J. Η
Pastor.
TP.
? lav School 11 «à Vesper* 4 30 P.JJ. ; Wed·
Stuart, a few days last week.
aY
ji· t; W p. *·; Church prayer meeting
l'a» evening at 7:30 o'clock. AU. not other·
Mrs. L. M. Lunt and her partner, Mra
are eonllally tnvttod.
connected,
wise
V tho.Uet Church. Rev H. A. Clifford, Pastor. Way, oi Lewiston, visited Mra. Lunt'i
10:00 A. M·:
meeting
morning
prayer
San
,la
lay.
SabW School daughter, Mrs. Harold T. Brlggs, Sun
A.
r'r*t

„Jch'.n<

M.;
*ervlce 10 45
>1
t'pworth League Meeting β 00 p. M. :
.Ό0
p.
7
prayer meetmeeting
evening praver
class meeting. Friday
ΐη< We !ue»'lay evening;

e,'v'iUt

Wallace Chesbro,
Church,
on Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
s.· ,-ith School 1.' M.; Y. P.3.C. ■,·:« P.
ver meetlug 7 Όυ P. M· ; Wednesday evenl'ver service 7 JO. Seats free. AU are

i.

v,
u

l,

..

Pr
'·
s

hiV-allst Church, Rev. J.
a

H'

r

Rev. J.

H. Little, Pastor.
m.
liig service every Sunday at 10:45 a.
school at 12 JI. Junior Union at 3 30
γ ι*. C. C. at 7 P. M.
sTATtX» MKKTIMGS.

Remilar
t A. M.—Part·» Lodge, No. 94.
_· Tuee· !ay evening on or before full moon.
Mica
—Mount
Lodge,
f
regular meetΓ' urtday evening of eacn week.—Aurora
third
I
reland
evenings
Monday
λ
meut,
h roonih.
of
Κ -Mount Pleasan. Rebekah Lodge, No.
second and fourth Fridays of each
In " Id Follow·' Hall.
κ —w. K. Kimball Poet, No. 148, meets
i third Saturday evenings of each
In «.·. A. R. Hall.
K. Kimball ReUef Corps meet* flrst
-jtlurda? evenings of each month, in
,· !e? ( orpe Hall.
U.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct.1,
■λ
Saturday; durlne the
r^t and third
,i lor of the year, meets every Saturday, In
r,
t

>

«

(i.e.—Second and fourth Mondays of

month.
.ten
a

month.

IV-Hamlin Lodge, No. 31.
evening at 1'ythlan Hall.

meets

s* Carrie Uray baa visited in
ior 3 few days.

\
t

>. 1'.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
evond and fourth Wednesday evenings

)·.

s

α

every

Br'uîg-

M. R. Morton of Auburn was at N. D.
ter's for two days last week.
»!rs. Λ.
I ts ht-ei) a

few days.

K. Martin of Rumford Fails
guest at N. D. Bolster's for a

Farrar of Manchester, N. H., a
resilient of Paris, has been here
ί·>r a few days.
W

cr

Chautauqua Club met Wednesday
r:;i>on with Mrs. George A. Cutting
il'uh Street.
ie

ou
»

me

ave
.·
•

of the young

men

of the

Tillage

decided to continue the private
ng riuk for a while longer, and one
be held Friday
evening of this

week.

The Oxford Blacksmiths' Association
Id its annual meeting for election
W·!:
Diners at South Paris May Û2d.
ner w:!l be furnished by the tiood Cheer

Society.

Uaybasket was hung to Mr·. Roiie
Ardle by the members of the Kan Tau
lb Thursday evening, ami as usual
the Fan-Tans start oat, there «a»
λ
very lively time.
V

M
m
4

Krve. while working oo a joint
r it the Paris Manufacturing C«».'s fac
r> Tueaday,
injured the thumb of bis
band eu that it had (■> be an»j>u ate.1
is*. !wiu> the tint joint.
nues

Paris !-«»dge «bo atMasons from
tended the •s**i"H of ihe (iisaJ Ludf
-tUnd laat we«>k were ( barlee H.
• ard, Wallace
Β .Strickland. WaJ'er
•ray ao.1 Arthur Β F trbs»
Imi L. Karrar, who ha· rua the
for a
-r> b si nee· in Μμ·'(ι> Block
ub*f ni years, bas sold the »fc»re to
K«d \ Wright, wbo took ptiaseaetua
jrvlaj nutiisi an«i will carry on tbe
b isioees.
W
•

Κ <·οΜβ of Auburn, of tbe l.ewia»<«n
r a, A
L. it J Uosa Co., is in U>wn
•r a while putting in some work, includS.
ig a aew furnace for !1<·η. Jamee
Wright and a bath room for S. U. Bur
ti<i
Mrs. (iuas a·, compaine® bim.
News bas been received here of tbe
«ath in Winthrt'p, Mass May 5tb, of
Mrs. Lucina >argent, wife of (Je»»rge M
1> Ke«d. Mr and Mrs. Kecd speut their
• innrri at
Weet Paris for many year*,
bul were at South Paris at J. R. Tucker s for a few season» while Mr. Tucker
Κ

was

jailer.

The

annua!

before

sermon

Hamlin

L.»dge, Κ. ο f P.. will be Riven next Sundey at the Congregational church by
Κ»». K. A. Rumball of Waterford. Memorial services at the cemetery at 2
clock; service at the church at 2:30.
Knights are requested to be at the
.«tie hall at

are

invited.

sharp.

1:30

All

Knights

Children's Sunday will be observed at
the Unlversalist church the second Sun
d.iv in June, the 9th. This will be the
fiftieth anniversary of the observance of
Children's day in the Universalist denomination. There will be dedication
services in the morning, and special
exercises by the Sunday School in the
afternoon including the cautata, "Under
the Palme."
The birthday party of Mise Helen
Barnes last Monday evening included
the members of the We are Seven Club,
only one of them being abseut, and a
corresponding number of the boys.
Very nice refreshments were served, and
the guests were delightfully entertained.
A search party, each one's search being
finally rewarded by the discovery of a
favor, was an interesting feature of the
atf iir. Miss Barnes was presented with
a

solid

gold hat pin.

A. E. Shurtleff is finishing off the
sec'tid story of his store-house near the
Main Street bridge for a tenement. One
of (he features of the change that attracts attention is the chimney, which is
tupped out with cement bricks, such as
A. W. Walker Λ Son are now manufacturing. These are tl.e color of ordinary cement, and when he started to
use them Mr. Shurtletl gave orders to
have the chimney painted as soon as
finished, but after the brick were laid he
concluded It looked well enough, and
let it stand.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge has ac
Onward
an invitation to visit
Lodge of West Paris Tuesday, May 21et.
Conveyance will be by teams. Those
wishing to have transportation provided
are asked
to
notify the committee,
Wallace Strickland, Sa η ford Brown and
Elmer Aldrich, three days at least before
the time for going so that accommobe
can
dations for
all
provided.
It is hoped as many as possible will go.
It will be a lovely drive if the weather is
good as it comes near the fall of the
summer weather
moon and ought to be
by that time.

cepted

On Thursday the assessors and street
light committee of the village corpora-

tion wrestled with the problem of locating the lights for which the corporation
bu voted to contract so as to light the
village to the best advantage. As the
result the following is the list of location·:
ABCS.
r:»aul Street.
» Ttier of Charles,
Hleka croselng.
< urner of Gary.

near

Catholic church.

Depot crossing.

Western Avenue.
Id front of court houseN>i»r Albert Dean's.
At Ueorge R. Morton's rosil.

High Street.
NearC. Γ. Pen ley's.
Junction of Nichols,

near

Porter.

Near B. P. Adklns'.
•Junction of Gothic and Park.

Park Street.
Near Leonard Whitman's.
Gothic Street.
Railroad crossing.
Pine Street.
Near Unlversallst church.
Market Square
At drinking fountain.
Main Street.
At Congregational church.
Corner <·ί Oxford.
Near 3. G. Barnell's.
Hill Street.
At top of

hill,

near

Ira Γ. March's.

IMCANDESCUrrS.
On Pleasant Street, near A. C. T. Kin* houM
Corner of Pleasant and Skllllngs Avenue.
Corner of Plea»ant and Church.
Ob Gothic, at junction of Church and Myrtle.
On Myrtle Street. 1.
Oe Ploe street. I
Ox fori Street, near Joseph Knight place.
Util Street, near John M. March s.
On Map te Street.

12;
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ACASKMY

A

2d δ.

Fragment of My

NOBWAT.

Late Visit.

HOME AT "LAST.

Paris High School and Hebron 2d
braved the cold weather Saturday afternoon and played the game that wai advertised for forenoon, the last part of
the afternoon. Paris won the game
rather easily, and .the game played by
the team was a great encouragement to
thoae interested in it. One would hardly have recognized it as the same team
two weeks ago against
that played
Bridgton, and it waa in fact changed
considerable, and strengthened thereby.
L. Clark was in the box, Cookson taking
his place in left field, Cutting and Barrett changed places, and Clason did not
play. Cutting at third was a little nervous but seems to me to be the best man
fur that position, while Barrett played a
fine game in the outfield, his error being
excusable, as it was a fly that he lost
after a hard run.
A great deal of the credit of winning
the game belongs to the Clark battery,
although they were well supported by
the rest of the team. L. Clark pitched
in fine form considering the weather.
While Hebron made nine bits, the
eighth inning was the only one during
the game in which they made more than
one hit.
In this inning they made three
and earned a run. Clark struck out ten
men, gave only two passes, watched the
bases well and was at his best at the
He ended four
most critical times.
innings with strike-outs when Hebron
had men on third base.
G. Clark on the receiving end of the
battery did fine work. Be threw out
two men at first, two at eecond and one
at third, and his throwing during the
first part of the game soon stopped Hebron from attempting to-steal bases.
Paiis had no trouble in batting either
of the Hebron pitchers, both suffering to
about the same extent. On the bases
they were fast, bat during the last of
the game they became a little too reckless and no doubt lost a few scores by
taking too many chances.
Captain Titcomb was hit by the ball
and badly hurt in the fifth inning. He
refused to leave the game, however, and
after a short wait returned to his position and continued the game. As he
returned to the field he was given three
cheers by the Hebron team. After this
display of pluck on the part of their
captain Paris played harder than ever to
win. Titcomb made more friends by
cracking out a two-base-hit the next
time he came to the bat, one of the
other members of the team running the
bases for him.
After Paris got sett'ed down in the
eecond inning they scored in every tailing folloviug but the third, while Hebron was able to score in only oue inning after the second and its two runs iu
the second came after Paris had an easy
The score is
chance to retire the side.
as follows:

week.

A.

,iX

P. Η. Β.

ing hi» mother, Mre. W. H. Blake, for ι

ORAKD ΤΒΓΚΚ AAILWAT.

Bu· Ball.

la clerk In the «tor· ο t

A. K. Lord of Aubarn has been visit

m.

Commencing Sept. SO, 1906,
TRAINS

Wlggin

day.

SOl'TH FAKJ8 TOtt OFTICB-

to -30 p.
Oflice Hours: 7 JO A. M.

Fred Β.

Fred N. Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Will Barnes of Portlani
were gueets at T. S. Barnea' οτθγ Sun

session of the municipal conn
No trial·. Sev
was in order Tuesday.
cases entered for determinatioi
new
eral
of tbe court.
E. F. Smith is building a piazza on
tbe south side of his residence. Horac<
E. Mixer is in charge of tbe work.
John Hazen is at work for H. J. Bangi
"building a piazza on tbe east side of hit
house next to the store.
Warren Hills, Esq., visited his son, V.
W. Hills, the first of the week. Mr.
Hills attended the Grand Lodge ol
Masons at Portland and came up to Norway for a day. He was last in Norwaj

Ί'Τ

(Chapter 70

Since nothing special occurred after
'leaving Romford Falls on my return
borne, which waa reached four days
later, I will omit the moat of that part
of my atory, perhaps already too long,
and make mention of a few peraona, and
possibly an incident or two should there
happen to be time and space for so

doing.

A half century ago Perry's axes were
well and favorably known over a large
territory, including a part of Canada;
and therefore the manufacturer seems
to be entitled to a few lines of notice,
even at this late day.

nearly a

year ago.

W. C. Le&vitt and

William

a(
Barnabus Cushman Perry was one of C. B.
Cummings A Sons' Bemis mill thic
the two sons of Capt. Samuel Perry, week where Mr. Leavitt went on busiwho, if he told correotly, was a distant ness.
relative of the celebrated commodore of
day.
The following is tbe list of the officerc
Lake Erie fame. Cant. Perry waa the of the M. E.
Sunday School:
The laat circle aupper of the season ii
Buckfield village blacksmith, and by the
C. A. Brooke.
8upt.—Rev.
to be held at the Baptist church ThurS'
else
and
time Barney, as he
everybody
Η. E. Gibson.
▲est
day evening. Come and bring youi
Treae.—A.T. Bennett.
called him, had reached his teens he
friends.
Sec.—Winnlfred Davis.
could do a good job of any common
Librarian—George Wheeler.
work in the shop, being born a natural
Mrs. Ella M Keith of Worcester, Mass.
Organist—Annie Gibson.
mechanic.
8
apt. Primary Dept.—Clara Connor.
superintendent of railroad work for th<
W. C. T. U., will speak at the Baptial
Being an expert workman Capt. Perry Snpt. Cradle Roll—Etta Noyes.
The annual meeting of Norway Pine
bad a good many axes to repair, and
church next Sunday morning.
that is where Barney first got his hand Grove Cemetery Corporation was held ai
Rev. J. W. Chesbro is essayist at th<
in for
manufacturing them. After tbe Elm House May 4tb, at 7:30 p.m.
Cumberland Theological Circle, Portland
in this way several years with The officers elected are:
working
on Wednesday of this week.
Hia subject
his father he rented a small factory in
President—Dr. H. P. Jones.
is "Is there a present-day trend towardt
See.—W. W. Whltmarsh.
the village and gave his whole attention
F. Jones.
Treas.—W.
socialism?"
to that kind of work, making some
A meeting of the College Men's Club
broad axes and adzes; the machinery
The second division of the Good
will be held at tbe
driven by water power, consisting of a of Oxford County
Cheer Society, including the letters from
Beat's House in this village Monda;
F to Ο will meet at Mrs. Littlefield'f
trip hammer, grindstone and three
evening, May 20tb. Banquet will be
emery wheels.
Tuesday, at 2 p. M., to make arrange
A. B. Hervoy, D. D., oi
Ια the fall of 1853 I hired out to him served and Rev.
ments for the blacksmiths' dinner, May
and Wales.
for the winter, my work being to put on Bath, will speak on England
22.
Business
the finishing part after tempering, that The talk will be Illustrated.
be held at 7:30 o'clock.
The degree team of M t. Pleasant Reis, grinding, polishing, painting and meeting will
A large number of strangers were in
bekah Lodge will have a rehearsal Tuespreparing them for market. It required
to attend the J. M. Cumday evening, and a special meeting of
three men to manufacture that kind of town Thursday
the lodge will be held Friday evening to
mings livery sale. The three auctiongoods, the other being th& late George eers
made
confer the degree.
things very interesting for the
Ripley of Paris. Our boarding place
went away well
was
with Capt. Perry, and no person crowd, and every one
Mrs. Arthur E. Clark of this place and
with a horse, harness, carriage
ever liked fun or a good joke better than pleased
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Clark of Bolster's
of value.
he. Mr. Ripley played the violin, and or sleigh or something
Mills started Saturday morning to make
Daniel B. and William A. Johnson ol
when the captain wasn't too tired he
a surprise visit of a few days to Arthur
of this town, made
would put in the quicksteps equal to Denmark, formerly
E. Clark at Bromptonville, P. Q., where
their Norway friends a call this week.
of
the
craft
of
the
present
young
many
he is now located.
Of the crowds of people who go up
day, although past the meridian of life Pike's
Hill none returns with less than a
The annual
session of the Maine
and wore spectacles.
sized
Univerealist State convention will meet
bouquet of Mayflowers.
I soon learned the trade so as to give good
are found on the east
with the First Universalist church of
good satisfaction so far as known, and ! Large ofquantities
the hill and they are beautiful
Biddeford, June 3-4 5 β. Delegates and
when the spring opened Mr. Perry tried j slope
alternates
from
the
South
Paris
to engage me for a year, but as part ones truly.
Universalist church will be chosen next
Joseph Taillon, after an absence of
of the work was so dusty, such as turn·
a year, is with bis Norway friends.
Sunday.
ing down the grindstone, which had to nearlyseason
he worked with the Park
Last
be
done
excepted,—
Sundays
day,
every
On Tuesday evening, May 21, the
I hardly dar- Square Amusement Co. of Boston and
aa to endanger my health,
famous Passion Play will be iMustrated
has now engaged to go to Revere Beach
ed to work at it longer.
with etere»>pticon at the Baptist church.
season into Wonderland
the present
My pay in part on leaving consisted of
Mrs. Ella M. Keith, who visited Oberaiu1'ark.
a *>0 dollar gold slug, so called; and 1
mergau and witnessed the play iu 1900,
Mrs. John F. Rico, (Miss Mary Ann
mention it here on account of the
will deliver the lecture. The adtniasion
died at her daughter's, Mrs. Geo.
novelty of the coin. It was a hexagon Irish)
will be 20 cents for adults, children 10.
in this villaee, Friday, May
in form, and in addition to the spread F.Stone's,
Don't fail to attend tbis treat.
aged 84. She was born in Fryeburg,
eagle and the lettering usually seen on 3d,
her
where
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
The Young People's Christian Union
large coin, were tbe words California
lived. She married John F. Rice,
of the Universalist church has chosen
Gold. That was tbe only piece of the Irish,
she lived fifty-seven years,
the following officer» for the coming
I ever owned, and ten years later it with whom
a.m. a. b.h. r-o. a. t. kind
town of
three times that nearly all of that time in the
0
year
0
S
0
1 was worth nearly
4
Raw*on, « s
0 amount such was tbe
They were in charge of the
«
1
5
J
I
on gold Waterford.
Tltcoiub. i l»
Pre»MeM--Harold T. Tbsyer.
;
premium
0
#
5
υ
»
I
U. Clark, e.
Forest House at North Waterford for
Vtce-Pre·! test-om* Penlev
war.
ο
a
I during the civil
»
I
i
L. Clark, ρ
fterretarv u<i Twunrer—lal*l t. Morton
and were most favorably
0
β
3
1
»
Aa Mr. Perry's axes became better many years
»
Itarrett. e t
Chslnuea >f
known by all as Mrs. Rice was a famous
0 known their «alee increased so that in
β
10
0
J
t
U»le-. l b
Itevutlusal—I»» L M« Artie.
S
1
1
1
cook. Her children, James E. Rice of
Loak»ul Brlie Tufl»
CuUlujf, l-b
1,
was required and that
»
33000! time more room
Ktuwrr-li«tea M Porter
of Le wis ton, and
Peverley. r.f.....
to Ruroford Boston, William Rice
bis
a
of
e
reason
ο
was
tbe
I
1
going
11,
Vookâfcun.
F. Stone of Norway, and husKalis. There be made him a home, dug Mrs. G
of
State (usi m<uii)o*r
Highways
«
«
u
»
α
il
Total·..
band, survive ber. Until the past wina canal of considerable length for a
Sargent h«a aen»ue«-.«d his scheduïe of
ter she bas always enjoyed excellent
HEBEUM fKCONI).
watrr power, and ia due time Petri's
The Oxford
c>unty roed meeting».
of reκ
ro. a.
ah
a. h h
on
tbe market health and until recently talked
axes began to
appear
Couaty mating will be held at the court Kh-harU. 3 b.
·
·
S
·
t
«
turning with her husband to their Waterhouse. Til in J- May ». at 10:30 a. m. Lortif, c.
again; but only for a limited time.
ο
·
1
t
ford home. The funeral services were
S
4
t
1
1
4
Α» ι» generally understood, these meet- tlurMHiit, l.. Lf
During the (all of l&H, just ten years
at her late residence at which Rev. B. 8.
in
»
1
Φ
I
him
1
for
work
c.t.........-i
after commencing my
are ta chante of the state coœaiis- Hswumiu.!,
·
0
4
»
3
officiated. Interment at North
ο|
Carey, lb.
sent for me to come and Rideout
•iodw. and are designed for gaaera! dis- »tV^ f.t
e
·
· Uuckfield, be
β
«
S
Waterford.
tbe
winter,
him
for
0
·
work
following
·
·
again
I
cuaeio· and insiruction ia r«ad matters. ,Hc». r.f
H
has purchased the
Ε. E.
e
1
«
ft.«d ctneniiMu-aer· of the towns are #*· I Cooiey, S b
;t u1 β1; if no longer. That, however, was out of Samuel J. Spofford
3
Record farm in Oxford. One
t
3
I
1.1.. (ι
and
married
then
tbe
being
question,
β
0
U
1
β
pected to attend.
t
settfa. p.
But being interested of Oxford's best farms.
3 settled on a farm.
0
3
13
3
Wtoatou, Lf., SjS.
Mrs. Lemuel Ilowe of Boston was the
Th· tickets for "The GirU of 177β."
in tb« man, and wishing to see what he
»
»
M
i
9
»
Total·.
liueat of Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe
■ bkh will
be presented at New Hall
waa doing, 1 found time to visit him and
Score by Innlnrf*.
J exatuiut' bis situation. lie told me bow this week.
Tltundijr tad irwU* evenings of nest
1 3 3 « S β 7 S a-ToUl
Sarah H. Gammon has moved from
Mai £1 and 24, for the benefit
bis plant had cost him much more than
1 *—13
U 3 0 3 3 i t
the tenement, corner Main and Bridge
! be
1»| the reading room, will go on sale r H. 8
expected, that everything had risen Streets. Mr. and Mrs. Ned Cross have
U«broa Swead. .3 30000010-4
ο clock
>at urday evening. May l*th at
in consequence of tbe war, which was
Mrs. Gammon has
leased the placé.
Kmrrn· I run·. P. H. S i. Hebruu L Twabaae
in the evening at Shurtleff's drug »tore.
then raging in full blast, ao that he was
tille. TtU'uiub, L. Clark. Cas·· i. RtebanU
to live with her people.
to
gone
in
order
Admission 25 centa, all eeats reserved.
it
to
got
3
mortgage
Chaœ tu
I obliged
11it·. »■ i.ir smith In 4 Inutiigs. 7
The ladies of the Universalist church
Children 12 and under 15 cents. A food toning*
along. That told the whole story; it
at Concert
Hr*t iurc on bal!·, off b*«c 3; uff L. Clark i I
the result being will give their last supper
and
orchestra, under the leadership of tarl
was
cause
effect,
Struck
by L. Clark lu, by Smlta 4,b. Chu* »
Hall on May 17, Friday evening, followS
would
one
Itriggs, will be iu attendance. It is 3. Leftoui,
what
expect.
naturally
8.
First
Hebron
on base·. P. H. S. S.
an entertainment.
the aflair will be well patronized as î>a«45 on errera, i*. H. 8. 4; Hebron 4. Hit by |
Since no mention has been made of ed bv
Frank Moore and Willie Home will he
it ι» for a worthy object.
pitched ball, by Smith i Umpire·. Baldwin and Mr. Perry's family perhaps some might
VMconcelliM. Scorer. Thayer.
(he proprietors of the new restaurant in
get the idea that he was a single roan all
in the rooms reThere were "piles of fun' at HighThe South Paris Grammar Schoel these years, but such is not the fact. the Masonic building
land Owtage l»»t Saturday afternoon, team went to Bethel Friday and defeated He had been married a year or two cently occupiod by Nash of Maine. The
« hen about 30 of
the youngest pupil» of the Gould
will be opened in the near future.
Academy second team by a wben 1 went to work for him, became a rooms
The class of '07, Norway High School,
Mr*. Cora S. Brigg* assembled for a score of 8 to 2. Herrick of the Bethel father
■
and when I
that
winter,
during
T___l
Λ »l—τκ·
have decided to have the baccalaureate
team struck out three and let twelve men visited him ten years later, three more
the Universailst church.
program was <ui follow·:
walk. Lowell of South Paris struck out had been added to the family, if my sermon at
Witherell Park is in flrst-class condiBeatrice Swett. five and gave four their baso on balls. memory is correct—and all boys.
The c ock. Hlehl,
tion. new band stand and all, the result
In th·· Wood», Vlrgfl,
Phyllis Taylor. The make up of the teams was as follows:,
There is another man who is richly
The Γιοι uckoo. Horrath, Leotln'e Boblnson.
of the handiwork of George Α. Μογηθ.
entitled to a few lines of notice on acA ma Shephard.
Lilt!· B<> I'eep, Behr
OOULD ACAUXMΤ 2d.
L
si.»
Κα llQil ηΡΛΒΠΟΙ'βΗ α 1 I
[t is understood that band concerte will
Madeleine Andrew*.
Trir Gnome·, Virgil
Mnrirkn. Pi
be given in the park in the near future.
Mildred Curtis.
MM and the Bird, Otto
time
that
of
much
and
the way along,
Derrick, p.
Clara S he ρ hard.
Magic Doll, iloerdeler,
The musicians, two fiddlers and a
That
Arno. lb.
circumstances.
under adverse
Berenice Naeh.
Λ >«ng at Dusk, ('adman
call on Norway
Llttlehale. 2b.
a cousin of the harp, made their spring
Azola Pike.
Edwin
Howard,
man
is
The Coo nette. Helix
Chapman, 3b.
this week. They made the day one of
Marlon Gibson.
In Starlight, Walt/ King
Hartford.
in
lives
Calling
and
βο.
writer,
Young,
Sovte.
music for which you could pay or not
Buj/lng Bumb'e Bee. Spauldlng, Mildred
Bowler, If
on him for an hour or two when passing
Llda Hutchln*.
Little Boy Blue, Englcuiann,
Smith, of.
he gave me some as you pleased.
EUle Gray.
that
Helen Wait/. Virgil,
town,
through
Hutching, rf.
A large delegation from Norway atIda Dean.
Carolling of the Birds, Mlcheuz,
facts in connection with himself, a very
Keua Trlbou.
A Night In May, Bebr
SOUTH FAKIS GKAMMAK.
the annual seesion of the grand
few of which and the leading ones, Ï tended
Pearl Cook.
Second Mazurka, Godard,
Barrowe, c.
Masonic bodies at Portland this week.
will reproduce.
Jack In the Bos, Brown, ...Florence Harrtmau.
K. Lowell, p.
the number were A. S. Kimball,
Duct, Mermaid's Song from "Oberon," Weber,
He was born 80 years ago on the farm Among
O. Lowell, lb.
Llda Uutchlue, Florence Harrlmau.
W. Holmes, H. D. Smith. C. F.
Newell. 2b.
where he now lives and was one of six Geo.
M. L. Kimball, W. C. Brown, Π.
Shaw, 3b.
Refreshments were served by the Misses
children, three of each sex, and he the Rldlon,
Blgelow, rf.
Charles F.
P. Jones, A. J. Stearns.
of
the
if
not
lV.trl Cook, Clara Louise Hathaway, Ida
family.
the
of
oldest
sons,
Haggett. cf.
Ridlon was elected Grand Scribe of the
Howe, If.
Dean, Ruth Bolster, Marie Oolliver, and
As far back as he can remember his
and A. S. Kimball presiCooIcboq captain.
Grand
Ethel Bennett, and the remainder of the
parents were in very moderate circum- dent ofChapter,
Newell manager.
the Order of High Priesthood.
afternoon was tilled with merry games.
stances, living on a rocky farm, cutting
Mrs. A. D. Parmeoter and daughter
The children all voted it a "splendid
but a few tons.of hay, the buildings old
Keene-Frost.
ire in Rockland, Mass.
They will retime."
and much out of repair. But that was
There was a quiet but beautiful home ; not the worst of it. Even before his turn in about ten days.
Capt. J. W. Nash will preside at the
wedding at the bome of tbe bride'8 ; father reached middle life he began to
of Co. D, 1st
Big Fire Loss at Ridlonville.
parente. No. 11 Waite Street, Roxbury, j lose the use of his limbs, both arms and Bh'ction of First Lieut,
of
Mass Tuesday evening, May 7th, when
became so Regt., N. G. S. M., on the evening
lie
a
few
in
so
that
years
legs,
The vacancy was
m.
folk Miss Eda, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. ;
or feed May20tb, at 8 r.
walk
to
unable
howakd's opkka housk and
be
as
to
helpless
caused by the resignation of 1st LieutenK. Frost, was united in marriage to Mr. I himself.
OTHER BUILDINGS Β CRN BD.
Leroy D. Keene of Norway. The cere-1 Edwin being the oldest boy the care of ant James M. Palmer.
L.
Frank E. DeCoster is the dog constable
mony was performed by Rev. George
that diseased father naturally fell upon
1007 8.
Fire which broke out at Ridlonville l'erin, D. D., of Brookline, tbe ring ser-1
and while the other children grew for the year
him,
Adelbert O. Kilgore has returned from
about 2 o'clock Saturday morning de- vice being used.
and got married, or went out for
up
Tbe bride was very beautifully gown-1 themselves, he stood by both parents to the hospital at Lewieton where he wont
stroyed the laundry of George Kidder,
for an operation for appendicitis.
in which the tire started, Howard's ed in light mode silk and carried a large the
end, his father living in that helpless
enterOpera House, a tenement house owned bouquet of pink roses. Miss Alice Frost, condition for thirty years. He married ! Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Bangs
Main
by Bert Ames and occupied by several sister of the bride, was maid of honor the widow Barrell, who bad two iittle tained the Merry Eight at their
families, the blacksmith shop of P. B. and Mr. William K. Holmes of South ; children by her former marriage, and in Street home Wednesday ovening at a
Beede, and a clothing store and dwelling Paris acted as bent man. Only the imadded to ! chicken pie supper and whist.
process of time four more were
At the annual meeting of the Spanish
owned anil occupied by A. E. Davis. It mediate relatives were present.
the family.
' War Veterans, Frank T. Bartlett Camp,
was altogether the worst tire in the hisBoth of the young people have until
a number of years ago Mr.
Quite
were elected:
tory of the town. Mexico has no quite recently resided in Norway. They Howard's wife bad the raiefortune to No. 8, the following officers
F. K. DeCoster.
organized fire fighting facilities, and attended Norway High School together fall and fracture her hip, and from that Commander—II.
Cole.
8.
V.
C.-H.
of
little
efforts to check the tlamos were
and graduated in the same class, in the time her husband had her to care for a
Maxim.
J. V. C.—8.
avail, though Hotel Kidlon was k«jpt spring of 1903.
Ailj.—M. L. Kimball.
long while, as he had for his father
with
work
chemical
destruction
from
by
Mr. Keene, while in Norway, was emQuar.—B. L. Rlckforil.
before, until her death, which ocyears
O. of D.-L. W. McAllister.
extinguishers on the roof.
ployed by the Norway and Paris Street curred some time ago.
O. of G.—D. E. Dresser.
The fire started around the boilers in Railway, and left that position when he
But although so many things seemed
Surgeon—B. F. Bradbury.
the laundry, and spread rapidly through entered
University of Maine. Since to work against Mr. Howard, by conChap.—G. H. Fox.
that building and the others named. leaving college he bas been employed by tinual hard labor and
calculation
good
MY BEST FRIEND.
After it had been burning a while, an various electrical companies and at he
gained property, improved his farm
Alexander Benton, who lives on Rural
alarm was rung in at Rumford Falls, and present has an excellent position with and in time erected a good set of buildRoute 1, Fort Edward, N. T., says: "Dr.
the tire department of that place crossed one of the large companies in Boston.
ings. His daughter-in-law, Ida Barrell,
the river into Ridlonville, laying nearly
Mrs. Keene, after finishing ber school never married and always remained in King's New Discovery is my best earthly
friend. It cured me of asthma six years
3000 feet of hose, and the further spread work, clerked for some time in tbe store the
family with her mother while she
a wonderful
of the liâmes was checked.
of S. Β. d- Z. S. Prince, where she made lived, and has been Mr. Howard's house- ago. It has also performed
cnre of incipient consumption for my
The losses are approximately: How- many friends. Both of the young pe§ever since her death, and a betkeeper
ard's Opera House, built four or five pie are very well and favorably known ter or more faithful little servant than son's wife. The first bottle ended the
this accomplished,
years ago, owned by John L. Howard, in Norway and vicinity and have the best she has always been would be difficult terrible cough, and
the other symptoms left one by one,
lo*s $8000, insurance $4000, will not be wishes of a large circle of friends. The to find.
invaluuntil she was perfectly well. Dr. King's
rebuilt; George Kidder's laundry,
presents have been numerous and make
Although Mr. Howard baa lived a New
surance 92500, machinery 9*2000; Bert able.
Discovery's power over coughs and
will, for the present,
allotted
his
They
of
decade
years beyond
colds is simply marvelous." No other
Ames, tenement house, insurance not their bome with Mr. and Mrs. Frost in
his
father's
all
survived
time, having
has ever equaled it. Fully guarstated: Α. Κ Davis, loss 18000, insurance Roxbury.
family, he is still well preserved, with remedy
anteed by F. A. Sburtleff & Co., drugon building, stock of clothing and housean intellect unimpaired, and to all apBeede blacksmith
hold goods, 16000;
gists. SO cents and 91.00. Trial bottle
pearance is booked for another score of free.
Rumford Falls and Bethel.
shop, insured fur 91000; Fred Emery,
state
years.
the
On Tuesday of last week
Opera
furniture dealer in Howard's
When a boy in my early teens there
a hearing at
Boston Globe:—A college girl out in
House building, insurance 91500, which railroad commissioners gave
lived a family near by consisting of a New York is going into business this
for
the
apon
petition
will not cover tbe loss. N. G. Foster, Rumford Falls
a
son
small
three
and
children,
If the
summer as an Adirondack guide.
of tbe Rumford Falls mother
lawyer, whose office was in Howard'c proval of location
the husband and
A number and two daughters,
Maine girls ever follow her example, the
building, lost all but his books, and and Bethel Street Railway.
a while they
After
absent.
father
being
annow licensed for the Maine wildseveral tenants in Ames' house lost of parties interested in one way or
than guides
No moved away, and as that was more
were present.
erness may have to cut rates in order to
location
tbe
in
other
household goods.
sixty years ago the family had nearly get business.
opposition to tbe road was manifested,
oblivion. While calling on
in it was shown. paused into
interest
much
and
KEEP THE BALANCE UP.
Every Worn·· TVIU Be Interested.
Tilton in Buckfield, and during the
relative to the safety Mr.
Certain
questions
If you have pains In the back, Urlnarv, Bladwife asked if I rememberhis
interview,
It has been truthfully said that an]
in
highpleasof bridges, necessary changes
of der or KUlnev trouble, and want a certain,Mother
disturbance of the even balance of healtl
the ed a girl in the long ago by the name
ant herb cure for wmau's Ills, try
etc., were brought up, and
causes serious trouble.
Nobody can be ways, wai finally adjourned to the Cvnthia Kilbritb? Replying in the Grav'· AuetralIan-Leaf. It 1·Ata safe and
hearing
Druggists
monthly regulator.
too careful to keep this balance up
at affirmative, she claimed to be tbat same never-falling
FUSE.
regular meeting of the commissioners of
her or by mall SO cent·. Sample package X.
When people begin to lose appetite, οι
Y.
person, and then informed me that
tbe matter
that
Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le Boy,
in
June,
Augusta
BenAmerica
married
Elizabeth
least
■later
the
imprudence
to get tired easily,
and
crossing the Rangeley Lakes road,
some ten years
and
died
or debility,
Hartford
son
of
weakness
on
sickness,
brings
other details, might be fully considered.
DEVILS."
and that her brother, Leander
The*system needs a tonic, craves it, and
The Rumford end of the route was ago,
was living in Canton.
should not be denied it; and the bee'
the commissioner· on Kilbritb,
by
inspected
fully
a
I hail occasion to call on Mr. Benson
tonic of which we have any knowledgt
tbe
GET BID OF INDIGESTION AND THINGS
Tuesday, and on Wednesday one of
or two later, and finding him living
is Hood's Sarsaparilla. What this medi
commissioners accompanied by interest- day and
WILL LOOK BBIGHT AND JOTOUS.
bis
of
getcine has done in keeping people healthy
alone,
asking the reason
ed parties went over the entire route to
in that way he replied : "Ten
looks gloomy and dark to
in kepiug up the even balance of health
ting
along
Everything
Bethel.
I lost one of the best wives the person suffering with indigestion.
is
ago
year·
location
gives it tbe same distinction as a pre
the
on
A favorable report
Iti ,
that ever lived, and 1 shall never lose
Until the prescription known as Mi-oventive that it enjoys as a cure.
and those who profess to
f expected,
early use has illustrated the wisdom ο know say that plenty of capital to build another." America Benson belonged to na stomach tablets was put up in populai
the old saying that a stitch in time save , the
forth* a family of thirteen children, eight sons form aa a aafe and effective cure for sick
twenty-seven miles will be
and five daughters, and he is now the headache,
for
Take
Hood's
nine.
indigestion and stomacb
appetite
coming.
only son living, and only one or two of troubles, the "blue devils" made everystrength and endurance.
the daughters. At one time there were thing look dark, gloomy and depressing.
five widow Benson·, whose husband· beAfter a few days use of Ml-o-na the
WONDERFUL ECZEMA CURE.
Albert Jordan, 23 years old, unmar
to that family.
sick
longed
five
headache, dizzy feeling, drowsiness,
for
eczema
"Our little boy had
ried, of South Lincoln, lost his life Sun
While on my viait I came across five bad taste in the mouth, distress aftei
Henrietta,
of
day, the5tb, through a canoe acciden : years,1' writes N. A. Adams,
three
said men living entirely alone,
eating—all these symptoms of a weak
Albert Moor i Pa. "Two of our home dootors
on the Penobscot Kiver.
whom had been married, while the stomach—will disappear, and with per
bis
being
lungs
and nenry Wakefield, who were Jordan1: » the case was hopeless,
*
feet digestion there will be a joyous and
doc- other two had always enjoyed "single
affected. W· then employed other
c tmpanions in the canoe when it OTer
blessedness."
outlook.
beautiful
chance
resulted.
By
in
no
benefit
safety, parti] tors, but
turned, reached shore
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold onlj
(To be discontinued.)
we read about Electric Bitter·; bought
through Jordan's efforts.
box convenient for th<
metal
neat
in
a
L. D.
a bottle and soon noticed improvement,
vest pocket and cost 50 cents. F. A
several
until
medicine
this
continued
We
We wish to extend our sincere thank ι
At the meetings of the grand Masonic Sburtleff A Co. have seen so many cura
when onr boy wi<
to our many friends who so kind! r bottles were used,
stomach tablets thai
Best of all blood bodies of the state in Portland last week, made by Mi-o-na
cured."
b»reavemet.t
completely
late
our
assisted us in
of Norway was choscn they give a guarantee « ith every boj
medicines and body building health Alfred S. Kimball
also for the many beautiful dowers.
of the Qrand Council of that tne money will be refunded if th<
I tonics. Goaranteed at F. A. Sburtiefi Grand Master
Ma. and Mbs. C. P. Dunham,
Masters.
Select
and
remedy fails to give satisfaction.
60
cents.
Royal
A Co.'· drug store,
Νοκγη Ρ a tus, Mains,

(ng,

|

■ ■

ings

'hoped
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~"BLUE

Thé Store of White

Bora.

One year ago we held a White Sale, which was
This year
a benefit to customers, as well as us.
It
we are better prepared to carry on this sale.
is the season when you are fitting up the house,

In Weet Pari·, May 5, to M». Merton D.
Brown, a daughter.
In Rnmforaralla, May β, to the wife of Che·-

(or Blebee. & eon.
In Komford Falls,

May 7, to the wife of Joaeph
Gauthier, a daughter.
In Hebron, to the wife of Ralph Glover, a son.
In Bryant'· Pond, May β, to the wife of Cha·.

Swan, a eon.
In Auburn,

May 7, to the wife of E. A. Buckdaughter.
Norway, May 9, to the wife of George
Wood, twin sons.

ley,

In

a

were

*»r 7, by Hev Geo™

purchasing clothing,

and

for all

Married.
τ

women

so

it is

a

what we are

Died.

showing in this department

customers know of the imThere ia
stock we have shown.
no exception to the rule, unless it be
that the assortment is larger than ever.

Regular

direct from the work
we can satisfy here.
In Greenwood, May β, Peter Yates, aged about room,
40 years.
of India Linen, front of clua
In Waterford, May 6, Mrs. Ellen, widow of WAISTS
ters of pin tucks with two clusters ol
Harris B. Koeeland.
In Auburn, May 7, W. W. Bolster, aged 83
pin tucks across front, tucked collai
year·.
and caffs lace trimmed, neatest waisl
In WInthrop, Ma··., May 5, Luclna 8argent,
08c
...
of the season,
wife of George M. O. Reed.
In Porter, April 29, Kdgar Blckford, aged M
front of lace anc
of
WAISTS
muslin,
years.
In 8weden, April 20, Carleton, son of Mr. and
hamburg insertion, tucks in back, lac< 1
Mm. Samuel Bldlun, aged 3 years.
$1.41
trimmed cuffs and collar,
In Kockland, Mass., May S, Mrs. Joelah A.
Torrey, formerly of Bethel, aged 74 years, 2 WAISTS of
of Venis<
lawn,
yoke
good
months, 27 days.
and Val. lace with two row· lace in
Iu Auburn, May 6, Harold B. Chapman, formerly of Lietbel. aged 44 years.
sertion, blouse front, clusters of fine
In Norway, May 3, Mrs. Mary Ann (Irish)
Il W
tucks in back,
Rice, wife or J. V. Rice of North Waterford,
aged about 84 years.
and
of
Val.
WAISTS of Jap. Silk, front
In Rockland, Mass., May 1, Hattle, wife of
imitation of Cluny lace and pin tucki
Charles Μαηβοη, formerly of Lovell, aged about
24 years.
with six rows of lace insertion dowt
In East Hiram, April 29, Daniel Leroy Clough,
front, lace collar, tucked cuffs lac<
aged 26 years.
W.W
The

goods

are

trimmed,

Four

JAVES

20tf

mense

INDIA LINEN, 30 inches wide,
12 l-2c., 15c., 18c., 20c.

25c. and 50c.

PURE LINENS, 30 inches wide,
37 l-2c., 50e., 09c., 75c.
75c.
54 inches wide,
LINEN FINHII, 30 inches wide,

Paris Hill.

at once.

W.

20-21

J.

a

for the Dining-room,
HouseSleeping-room.

great saving

Kitchen

and

keeper take notice and advantage.
TABI.E DAM ASK of strictly pure linen,
prettty patterns, 50c., 59c., 75c., 87 1-2
eta.. $1, #1.25, #1.50.

TKAY CLOTHS, all sizes, pretty patterns.
15c., 25c., 37 l-2c., 50c.

BLEACHED CRASHES of pure iinen,
with plain aud fancy borders,
10c it 1 2c., 15c.

50c.

tern·,

and 70c.

BED SPREADS in the liner qualities,
neat patterns, b«»i|i plain and fringed,
*1, #125, |I50, «175, #1 (W, #2 50,
M 50

DOTTED MUSLINS, 27 inches wide,
SHEETS of ^scellent qualify unbleaoh·
12 l-2c., 15c 18c 25c.
72 1 2c.
•d, good >lie,
White
Other
Goods,
Many
H* 1 2c., 75c., 87 l-2c.
Biracbed,
12 i»2c 15c., 18c., 25c.
PILLOW CANES of good cotton, :Wx4i
SILK MUSLINS, plain and dotted,
12 1 2c., 15c.
for
3Ui42 at

15c., 25c., 37 l-2c., 50c.

Muslin Underwear

SH1KT WAIST SUITS of lawn, waial
with yoke of Val. lace and hamburg
with tucka, tucked collar and cuffi
lace trimmed, akirt with lace and ham
ΪΛΛ*
burg insertion,

WHEELER,
Clerk of Paris.

!5c.

CROSS BAR MUSLIN, the waisting thai
is so popular, 29 inches, 18c. and 25c
27 inch·»
FANCY SEERSUCKERS.
l-o
Η·
wide,

All owners of dogs must procure SKIRTS, Pure Lineo, with four jcrad
nated bias fold· tire inches apart, verj
licenses before June ist if they wi^h
W.t*
pretty,
to retain the old numbers of last year.

Apply

Before the great rise in prices we per·
for this sale by purchasing direct
from the importer. Here you will And

pared

15c

....

SKIRTS of Linen Piniah with three biai
fold· around bottom, 4 inches apart
fci.5t
good quality,

Dogs.

Linens

INDIAN HEAD, 33 inches wide, 12 1 2c UXBLIACHKD (ΊίAMI. pure lineo.
15c
...
36 inches wide,
β I 2i\, Xc lOr 12 I-2c., 14c.
GALATEA AND DUCK, » inche. wide. BEI» M'KEAD.S, in full ■>!*«·, neat pat-

SKIRTS of Indian Head, 17 gored, writ
ll.Ot
ed seams, extra full,

L. CHASE,

advantage?

32 inches wide,
20c., 25c., 37 1 2c., 50c. NAPKINS of pure linen in large and
small sizes, pretty patterns, #1, #1.25,
MERCERIZED LAWNS, 30 inches wide, I
#1.60, #2, #2 50, #8.

LAWNS,

PERSIAN

SKIRTS of Linen Finish with plaits al
#1.4*.
each seam, finished with tab·,

Pigs for Sale.
weeks old May 17.

opportunity

an

to fit up for summer to

Waists and Wash Skirts Wash Fabrics for Waist
in fin»
&Î/ÎÏÏÏ: There is great satisfaction Thia
and Dresses
ii ί
fitting, well finished clothing.

—

j

I

son

A Cwtala Cut ftr Aeklaf Tut
β hake Into your shoes Allen'· Voot-Keafc a
powder. It care* Tired, Aching, Callous, 8W%aiSwollen feet. At all Druggists and »hoe
Store·, 25c. Sample Feke. Ada re··, Allen 8.
Olmsted, Le Roy, S. T.

great saving in this departThe goods are fresh and pretty.

There is
ment.

a

25c.

...

Lace Curtains
A<ld much to the room at a slight expense. You can lind a irreut assortment

1
SKIRTS of good cotton, 14 inch donne·, of
qualitie· ami designs at very reasonSI11KT WAIST SUITS of Lawn, waial
hemstitched
with two clusters of
finish
and
of
lace
has
hamburg,
In the matter of
yoke
)
tfec. able prices.
with r utile,
tucks
JOHN PORTEE,
ed with pin tuck·, two rows hamburg
(in Bankruptcy.
WHITE LACE CURTAINS in different
Bankrupt. )
insertion on each side, cluater of pin SKIRTS of good cotton, 20 inch flounce,
size·, for M 1 2c 70c., #1, #1 25, #1.75,
To the Hon. Clarknce II ale. Judge of the Diswith 4 rows lace insertion, trimmed
skirt has 16 inch douncc
in
back
tucks
;
trict Court of the United State· fur the District
#2 50, #3.
ft 25
with lace and due tuck»,
with tucka headed by hamburg inaer
of Maine
tion, lace and hamburg insertion down < SKIRTS of I<ong cloth, 18 inch flounce, t BOBBIN ETT CCRTAINS, very pretty,
PoRTEK, of Rumford, In the County of Otford, and State of Maine, In said
$4 50
in front, very full,
with clusters of pin tucks and Oriental
#1.80, #2, #3
District, respectfully represent· that on the 23th
lace insertion aod edging, very pretty,
waist
of
SUITS
WAIST
Lawn,
SIIIRT
he
was
of
June,
last
|>a*t,
duly adjudged
lay
MUSLIN (,'UKTAINS In plain, striped
$1.49
has pointed yoke of lace and embroidbankrupt under the Art· of Congre·· relaUng to
and figured, 42 l-2c., 50c., tJOc., 87 1-2
Bankruptcy; that he ha· duly surrenderedall
ery with twenty pin tucks on each SKIRTS of very tine cotton, 20 inch
his property and righto of property, and ha· fully
cts., #1, #1.25, #1.50.
and
tlounce with clusters of piu tucks
•ide, and three 1 inch tucks across
compiled with all the requirement· of Mid Acto
and of the order· of Court touching his bankhemstitched tuckr, edged with deep
front; skirt with panel in front and
1
six
and
$1.1)8
lace, hamburg
fancy hamburg,
Jvberefoie he pray·, That he may be decreed I back with between
inch folds
panels, very styl- CORSET COVERS of good cotton, deep
by the Court to hare a full discharge from all
debts provable against hi· estate under salt)
$5.08
....
ish,
lace front and back, with ribbon, 25c.
bankruptcy Acto, except such debt· as are ex
cented i.y law from such discharge.
CORSET COVERS of line cotton with
Will interest you if you wish to dress
Dated this 27th day of April, Α. D. 1907.
two rows wide Oriental lace insertion,
his
Our great outlet for these
with ribbon, edged with lace, properly.
JOHN X PORTEE, Bankrupt
beading
These are made very pretty and at a
">0c. goods, which our Specialty Store has
mark
created, enables us to show a great
Witness, Aretas K. .Stearns.
price lower than you can make them CORSET COVERS of Long cloth with variety of the goods at prices that will
Order of Xotle· Thereou.
two rows
lace
rows
three
insertion,
yourself.
District of M aise. se.
please.
on this lltli dar of May, Α. D. 1907,on reading I
fancy hamburg, beading with ribbon,
DRESSES of good cotton, with yoke of
lisle 25c., mercerized and net
98c.
the foregoing petition, It Is
GLOVKS,
....
lace
edging,
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Pique, trimmed with feather-stitched
lisle 50c., silk 50c.
and 31.4M
braid and hamburg, lace trimmed col- Don't miss seeing the §1.25
upon the same on the 31st day of May, A. D.
luo7, before said Court at Portland, In said Disones.
50c.
GLOVES, long, lisle S7c., #1.25, suede
lar and eleeves, 1 to 4 years,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that nowith
87c., silk $1, #1.25, #2.
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demo- DRESSES of Nainsook, fancy yoke with ! DRAWERS of good cotton, rullie
and
trimIn
said
District,
crat, a newspaper printed
hemstitched tuck», lace insertion,
hemstitched rutile, braid around neck
BELTS, fancy embroidered with large
that all known creditors, and other persons In
med with lace and hamburg,
08c.
and sleeves, 1 to 4 years,
buckle, 25c., 50c.. white kid, 25c., 50c.,
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
25c., 50c., 93c.
and show cause, If any thev hare, why the
silk, 25c., 50c., other white belts, 10c.,
DRESSES of Muslin, yoke of fancy hamI.
lie
should
not
said
of
grant*·
petitioner
prater
good cotton, yoke
15c., 25c.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
burg, trimmed with rufiies, braid NIGIIT GOWNS oftucks
and hamburg
with hemstitched
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credaround neck and sleeves, fancy inseradand
tills
around
itors copies of said petition
order,
insertion, hemstitched rutile
91.50
tion at bottom,
dressed to them at their places of residence as
50c
neck and sleeves,
stated.
DRESSES, White Lawn, has three wide
of
of
fine
Witness, the Hon. Ci.arenck Halk, Judge
GOWNS
yoke
cotton,
NIGHT
inNot the easiest thing to lind in desirand
back, hamburg
plaits in front
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortWe are perclueters of fine tucks, trimmed with able textures and styles.
sertion around waist, collar and cuffs
land, In said District, on the 11th day of May,
feather-stitched braid, V shape neck fectly stacked with the best plain and
A.D. 1907.
trimmed with lace and hamburg, 0-8JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
of hamburg, sleeves trimmed to cor- lace goods for ladies, misses and chil[L. s.j
11.75
...
10 years,
A true copy of petlUon ami order thereon.
98c. dren.
....
respond,
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
DRESSES, White Lawn, square yoke of
of
extra
Long
GOWNS
with
NIGHT
good
trimmed
and
tucks,
LADIES' HOSE, lace, 50c., 25c., merhamburg
WANTEP.
cloth, fancy yoke of hamburg insertion
hamburg ruffle, low neck, lace trimcerized, 37 l-2c., plain, 25c., 15c.
sleeves
with 3-4 inch ribbon, neck and
I want to hire an experienced man of good I
short sleeves with trimmed cuffs,
med,
ANI) CHILDREN'S HOSE,
for
House
MISSES
farm.
on
a*
assistant
mr
hublts,
trimmed with fine hamburg, special
clusters of pin tucka at bottom, β to
Good pay for a
small family near the work.
$1.75
lace, 25c., plain, 10c., 15c., 25c.
$2.08
....
value,
14 years,
good man.
J. HENRY RINES,
20
Portland, Me. |

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

Petition for

JOHN

White Gloves, Belts and
Neckwear

Children's Dresses

White

FOR SALE.

THOMAS SniLEY,

Graphophone]

A Columbia Disc
Will sell
with 70 Records.

Cash

or

cheap.

Inquire

payments.

easy

of I

HOWARD W. SHAW,
South Paris, Me.
Hotel Andrews,

Greatest

On Wednesday morning
at 9 o'clock

You want style in your
clothes : but you want them

You'll

to look well on you.

clothes will

We shall oiler for sale 128 Ku^s ami Art
Brussels, and Wiltons, Kashmir and Orientals.

give

all
you the latest styles at
times and at the lowest price
for good goods. The spring
The
the

very attractive.
colors include all
shades and combi-

are

fancy

OS ΜΔΗΚΒΤ

tailored in the most satis-

factory

SOUTH

manner.

Sack Suits $5

to

SQUARE,

MAINE.

PARIS,

$20.

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway,

Tapestries,

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

weaves, and many

other effects in club checks
and stripes. All of our suits
are

in

CALL AND SEE THEM.

nations of gray, so popular
this season, blues in plain
and

Squares,

Prices from $1.00 to $125.00.

new

new

COUNTY

OXFORD

STYLE.

fabrics

Stock

Rug

EVER SHOWN IN

LOOKING

our

Maine.

Norway,

Main Street,

GOOD

find

Hosiery

No trouble to show you
All are inour Hats.
vited to our store.

1907 by
Hart Schafther kj Marx

Copyright

Maine.

MRS. E. A.' HOWE,
South Paris, Maine.

BARGAINS IN PLUSH ROBESI
$1.50 buys

a

good

sized

single plush

robe.

I have

I
about 50 of these robes I shall sell at this price.
robes
of
better
have a large line of the
grades plush
at

corresponding

low

prices.

JAMES N. FAVOR, Gra8U7thoerI,UCKE8
Ol Main flit··

Norway, Maine.

REMOVAL

NOTICE.

I AM NOW IN MY

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET

A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

more attractive and conWhich has been fitted up and enlarged ao aa to be
me to do Better Work, and More
venient fur customers, and which enablea
the rooma over and aee «amples of the
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look
alfd
Along with my regular work, I do Developing
Latest Styles in Photoa.
Free Use of Dark Room for
be.
Finishing for amateure, and do it as it should
thoae who wiah to do their own work.

W. Xj. TVT HIH.X1.ITiT■, Norway,
Bears the

CASTOR IA FvlofutsiodCliMm.
Tki UriYu Han Always 8w{lt "V*

AMERICAN LAW,
Sire, Heir-at-law,

p.)
World's champion doublc-gaited Stallion,
(2.12, t;

2.05 3 4,

25 in 2 30 list.

By

Mambrlno

8 in 2.30 list.

King,

2.22

Oam, Florence Chimes,
By Chimes, 2.30 3-4.

ABBOTT, 2.03J; SIIADOW
CHIMES, 2.05; THE MONK, 2.05 3 4;

Sire oi TUE

FANTASY, 2.00, with 8 in the 2.10 list.

AMERICAN LAW carries the blood line* that have made
famous.

Village

and
It will pay you to breed to the Stallion that has substance, beauty
has the qualities of a rightful inheritance.

Term·,

1-4

Farm

speed and

for tlx© season

with the usual return privileges.

Address

MOUNTAIN VIEW FARM,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CASTORIA For Infants and Chidrtn.
III 1M Yw Uni AJwiJ* Bougtit

«

PIANOS.

Correspondence on topic* of Interest to the lsdle· DITFKRBNC* BBTWEI9
to solicited. Address : Kdltor HoidlUUU'
VIBT
AND "HBB DUTY"
Oxford Democrat, South Part·, Ml
Column,

pianos

W. «Γ. Wheeler db Co.,
Billing· 331001a.,

util Parie,

Maine.

-

DECORATE.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands,

Sired by Dare Devil, by Mambrixo Kino, "The Handsomest
Horse in the World." Dam Jewei..

JEWEL.
UAM OF

LORD MARCH
DIAMOND KING (ρ)

POINT

3.31 1.3

by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.

Sired

nsilu
RMMoa
Lord

Lor I March

Dext

Slrter of
Prince el re of 38 In
Dam of

r

t.reat

Jd Jam LADY

2.08 1-4 I
Ϊ.Οβ 1 4
1
2.09

Klolee

Sire of

2 09 1-2

....3.16
3.1614

..

Mlrable

3.30

A n<I 38 others In

2.21 3 4
2.2414

by HAMBLETONIAN
Sire of

DEXTER

10.

Sinter of

Dexter
Alma
Astoria

8.1514

3 16 14
2.1β 1 4

Sire of

tiuy

2J0

K*i>ecUtJone

Mike n*her (p)
Kred D. King (p)

J

by KENTUCKY PRINCE. 3470.

PEROLINE

2.17 14
2.28 34
2.29 12

2.17 14 I
1
2.18
2.20
2.30

Dexter

Nettie
Orange Olrl

And 38 other· In

PRODUCE OF

& A frolic and an instrument with

JEWEL.

You can t
You can't

Atbanlo.

b f

(4.)

pick Soeka with

the
from a
Pluck
with a
Drive
Nor make your watch

a

with

cure

—

pickle,

f Direct Hal

!

Recor«l 2Λ4 1-4. Winner of
13 races an·! over $i5,i)00
In one year. HoUle (wKh
world's
Prince Direct)
team
record.
pacing
5:06 l-i.

t.The Counteee
Dam of Cblmesbrluo

Mambrlno Kln« 1279
Sire of *>9; 'lame of 85 InAbbot
The
Including
2:08 14; Shadow Chimes
tM, The Monk 2*6 3 4.
Toilet
Dam of Ueyscr Boy 2 :0414,
etc.

(«)

»n»l 2.

South

with

a

Director 1989.
Sire of M; (lams of 41
Echora (great brood
by Echo 462.

mare)

Tom Hal. Jr.. 1«β4.
Sire of 16; dams of 17.
Dau. of Prince Pulaski.

A

Mambrlno Patchen 38.
Sire of 25; dams of 152.
Belle Thornton.

Aliuont. Jr. 1829.

Sire of 47 ; dame of 58.

Mermaid (Grandaiu of 3) by
Dictator 113.

Maine.

19-28

4 Per Cent.

May 1,1926.
DEN1S0N & FARNSW0RTH,
Due

st., Boston.

Paroid

I7-20

Roofing!

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Building, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located iu the
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Rooting. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lav, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Scad a 2 cent «tamp tor book of up-to-date poultry tad firm building plana,

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, Πβ.

FEET.

GOOD

MOUT1I

WASH.

A mouth wash to keep the gums
healthy and firm is made as follow»:
Take two teaspoonfuls of tincture of
myrrh, one tabiespoonful of spirits of
camphor, and two pints of hot water in
which have been dissolved two penny
packets of patent borax. Put a wineglassful of this mixture into a tumbler,
fill it with water, and use it when cleanA volcano uud the country in which
^
the teeth.
It is situated.—American Agriculturist. ing
No. 99.—Framed Greek Cross.
1. 2. 3.
•

·

•

·

ο

·

ο

ο
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·
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7. ·

ο
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ο
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ίο.

θ. ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ιι.

9.

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

·

12.

0

0

0

·

ο

·

·

•
•

·

·
·

·

4. 5. 6.

of mineral matter; l>—4, η healing application; 1—7. to become sub
ject to.
u

WHEELER,

TMTiiu

THROATS.

When the feet are tender and painful
after long walking or standing, great relief can be obtained by bathing them in
salt and water—a handful of salt to a
gallon of water. Have the water as hot
as can be comfortably borne; immerse
the feet and throw the water up over
the kneoa with the hands. When the
water grows cool rub the feet and limbs
with a dry towel.

2:28 1-2.

Rumford, Me., Bonds.

24

SOKE

TOR

1—4, to make crooked; 2—5, to make
of of Direct Hal, the gretest race-horse false; 3—0, a broad, shallow bucket;
7—10, oue who lives lu seclusion;
8—11, corrosive; 0—12. a chain sylloWarrant.
to
gism. Corners—3—10, a portion; 12—10,

Paris,

Carron oil,
An excellent remedy
made of equal parts of linseed oil and
glycerine mixed together. An excellent
plan is to put it in a bottle and shake
well before using.

FOR TENDER

WILL STAND AT THE STABLE OF

J.

»

BURKS.

A simple way to relieve sore throat is
to take a lump of resin about as large as
λ walnut, pnt it into an old teapot, pour
on boiling water, and then put the lid
on and place the spout to your mouth.
The steam will prove very beneficial in

Mambrino King, 1279, sire of Lady of the Manor, 2.04 1-4; Lord Derby, 2:05 3 4;
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3-4; Nightingale, 2:08; Mocking Boy, 2:08 1-2; King Charles,
2:08 1-2; Dare Devil, 2:09; Moonstone, 2:09, and 62 others; and the dams of
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk, 2:05 3-4; Shadow Chimes, 2:05; Council
Chimes, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Chimes, 2:07 1-2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4; Ed Easton,
2:09 3-4; Jersey Mac, 2:09 3-4; The Queen, 2:10 1-4; King Chimes, 2:10 3-4, etc.

W.

each meal.

is

I Arithmograph.]

Direct Hal, 2:04 1-4. eon of Direct, 2:05 1-2 (sire of Directly, 2.Ό3 1-4; Direct Hal,
2:04 1-4; Bonnie Direct (4), 2:05 1-4; i'rince Direct, 2:07, and four others in
2:10, etc.); dam Bessie Hal (grandam of Hal Cbaffin, 2:05 1-4,) by Tom Hal,
Jr., 16934.

$25

as

FOR

No. 98.—A Volcano.

The Countess, dam of Chimesbrino (4), 2:28 1-2, is out of Toilet, dam of Geyser
Boy, 2:20 1-4. and Residuary Legatee, 2:31 1-2. Her dam, Mermaid, own sister
to La Oscaletta, 2:29 3 4, and grandam of Lucretia, 2:20, and Blaine, '2:27.

Terms

dismally

allaying inflammation.

by Imp. Oalrua.
4th dam Lady Ketchum
Dam of La < >scaletta 2 r29 i-4.
Loomer.
by Warrior.
Madam
5th dam
Dam of Dick Loonier 2:32 1-2, sire of Elastic Starch 2:24.

Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., son
in the grand circuit of 1903.

quite

uiass

.1.
2.
3.
4.

No. 100.—Dictionary Girls.

Is
Is
Is
Is
5. Is
0. Is
7. Is
8. Is

a

very disagreeable girl.
extremely sweet girl

an

agreeable girl.
not an orthodox girl.
a handsome flower girl.
a very musical girl.
a deeply profouud girl.
a great big girl.
a

uiost

Conundrums Answered.
What kind of a Held is older than
you are? Oue that is pasturage.
What Is always in the fashion? The

Λ

SIM ΓΙ.Ε

Η KM ED Υ

ΚΟΚ

NEUBALGIA.

Women who suffer from neuralgia will
be interested in the simple remedy suggested and might try it. If the neuralgia is on the left side, dip tbe right hand
in water as hot hs can be borne, and if it is
As
on tbe right side, dip the left hand.
the fibers of the fifth and median nerves
cross, the theory is that any impulse applied to the right hand will affect the
left side of the face, and vice versa.
A

SIMPI.E TONIC.

water, gradually
ture

till

cold

simple remedy
it is amazing
feel.

lowering the tempera-

honey

and other
iStf

nearly

bee-keeping

fixtures.

GEORGE H. DAVIS,
South Paris.

Village

and Farm

In Paris and

vicinity.

Property
Inquire

of

W. O. FROTHING HAM,

South Paris, Maine.

to

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

St?.,

MAINE.

they

Henry Jenkins frankly agreed

that it

trouble.

any doubt

as

F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

No. 01.—Transposition: Lamp. palm.
No. 92.—Lads and Lasses: 1. Ci-ladlator. 2. Sa-lad. 3. Lass-o. 4. Lad-der.
5. Lad y.

ORANGE JELLY.

FUK.H,"

longer now.

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup ia beet for
and children. Its mild action
and pleasant taste makes it preferable to
violent purgatives, such aa pills, tablets,
etc. Get the booklet and a sample of
Orino at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'·.
women

"Never interrupt a man when he's
talking about his troubles or telling
about his baby's bright sayings, he will
be snre to start at the beginning again if
you do."

DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.!
The person who disturbed the congregation last Sunday by continually
coughing is requested to bay a bottle of
Foley'· Honey and Tar. F. ▲. Shurtltff
Λ Co.

ORANGK

FLAVOB.

Into a saucepan put two cupfuis of
hot water and one cupful of sugar. Wet
with cold water two tablespoonfuls of
corn starch and add to the water and
sugar after it has boiled. Stir and let
cock four or five minutes and then add
tbe juice of one orange and a half of
lemon. Take the whites of three eggs
and whip them stiffly. When the corn
starch mixture ia cool pour it over the
whites of the eggs. Beat rapidly and In
a few minutes the whole mass will be
light and foamy. Set it away immediately in a cool place. The colder it can be
kept the better. Make a soft custard of
one pint of milk, two tablespoonfuls of1
sugar, and three beaten yolks of eggs, |
and half a teaspoonful of vanilla. Pour
this over the orange foam. Thia looka
pretty served in small glasses.
\

opiates

or

meet the trapper. There they met a
man wllo hail several big chests filled
with trinkets that he desired to give

Mrs. S. Joyce, 180 Sullivan St., Claremont, Ν. H., writes: "About a year ago
I bought two bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure. It cured me of a severe case of
kidney trouble of several years' standing.
It certainly is a grand, good medicine,
and I heartily recommend it." F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
"There are lota of men able to govern
women."
"Yes, and they're all bachelors."

Eggs for Hatching.
Pure bred White

Setting

Plymouth Rock.

of thirteen eggs, 50 cents.

RAYMOND L. AT WOOD,

Paris, Maine.

The

y&xail
Guarantee

ia the atrongeit

"That's too cheap," replied the bear.
"You ought to give the toothpicks and

toothbrush."

in

"You fellows want too much for your
furs," said the man. "You had better talk this matter over between you
and see If you will not accept my offers."
Then the bears put their heads together ami had a little talk.
you

agreeable tasting,

van

"Well,
asked the man.
"We have decided," said the bears,
"th.it you are altogether too cheap to
live, ami we are going to eat you and
then take all these pretly things for

Box cf 12,

Vi

Box of

c.

ing found dead In bed

one

,Ι„λ» cl.r. I,nn»1"

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

a

loud voice:

RHEUnATISM
Badly Cripples

a

Baldwine-

ville Farmer.

Uric-0

Quickly

Cured Him.

Treated Two Years by a High-Priced
Physician with No Success.
Howe, a promirent farmer In the
town of Van Buren, «ays: "I visited (he bent
phyMclan In this country, who treated me for
about two years for rheumatism. I «pent In fat
time several hundred dollar» and seemed.to
grow worse Instead of better each day. Being
on crutches and forced to drive to the train and
hobb Ing to the doctor's oOlce became very discouraging. let alone the sleepless nights and
fcxrful hour· of puln. Being advised by a friend
I purchased Smith's Urlc-O prescription, took It
Mr. Crank

home and used It that d >y as directed.
"Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
seemed to ltt loo.-e anil flow freely, I felt different and knew the next morning I had found a
cure, as I slept and rented well all that night,

something 1 had not done before In two years.
I used lu all six boules of Urlc-O and have never
felt a return of the dlHease, had no use for
crutchea or cane iloce the first da> 'β treatment.
"I have since recommended Urlc-O to hundreds of friends and acquaintance anil In every
To every
instance It gave remarkable relief.

I
person who suffers from It' eumstlum say, take
Urlc-O at once and your suffering will soon end
FRANK HOWE, Bald Wins ville, Ν. Y."
Anyone who double Mr Howe's experience Is
Invited to write him for further details.

The manufacturers bave so much confidence
In the remedy that they will gladly give a large
75c. bottle of Uric Ο free to all Rheumatics who
have never used It and aro looking for a perma-

distressing
lasting cure
Address for free trial, Smith Drug Co..
Syracuse, Ν. V.
dis-

for this most

nent,
ease.

For Sale in South Paris.

The bouse and land belonging to the
estate of tbe late Mrs. Sarab W. Hewett,
situated in tbe center of tbe village, bas
two apartments of seven and eigbt rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in.

excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional bouse
lots.

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES 3. WRIGHT. Agent, S. Paris.

Farm Wanted.
of

I want

a

farm of about

sixty

good soil, good buildings

How Odd.
about that tall
All his intimate
over there.
man
friends call hbu "Short."
Poakley—
Ah, just for a Joke, I suppose? Joakley—No; l>ecause that's bis name.—

.Tonkley—Queer thing

Exchange.

Left That to Others.
Artists have no trouble in securing
Hyker—You don't seem to be worrymodels. The famous beauties have discarded corsets and have become modela ing any about your failure in business.
in face and form since taking Hollister's I
Pyker—Oh, no; that's one of th·
Rooky Mountain Te·. 35 cents, Tea or things I have turned over to my crediTablets. P. A. Shurtleff A Co.; 0. D. tors.—Chica ro News.
Stevens.

lines.

as

low

ae

General
J. F. LISC0MB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

plete formu·
ία of th:/c

new

laxatives given
Ui>on rc^u

vanco

other

payment required.

County.

Witness the Hon. Clarks. κ Haik. lulrt
of the said Court, and the aaal then f, it W
land, In said District, on the 4th ·..»·. of May.
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HKWKV.Clerk.
[1..8.]
A true copy of petition and order Hi· η·οη.
Attest : JAM KH Κ HKWK V. Clert

Agency,

"Largest in the World."

150 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

,

The Preferred Accident lii«ur>tii<r te.
of Xtw York.
ASSETS DEC. 31, !
f
.Ί,-ν »
Stocks and Bonde
11V'··
Cast· In (mice and Bank,
Interest and Rente,
Γ··.ϊίί»
Net Premiums

Picture Frames

-·

and Pictures,

Admitted Assets,

LIABILITIES DEC.

a

l.lil*

60

YEARS'

experience

Patents

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Design·

»

»

».

Copyrights 4c.
mtr
a sketch and description
whetherso

Anyone «ending
quickly ascertain our opinion free< ..mmon!»·
Invention Is probably patentable
Patents
tlonaatrictlrcoiiHdeiitlnl. HANDBOOK on
patent*.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

41..41"

Total Liabilities and >urplu»,...
C. F. Dunlap, State \gent. -ι! Ι·λ·.'ιιρλ s,
lb"·
Portland, Me. John H. Long!· y, Af-nt,
ford Kails, Me.

Crayon, Water color,
a

·'■'*'

i

ï

High Grade Portrait Work
and Oil

i.l.'l Λ

··

I

Net Unpaid Losses,
I'neurned Premiums,
AII other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities,..

Mouldings s,J.

Sepia

i

Gross Assets

Mats, Mirrors
&

Bankrupt^.

In

District ok Maink, es.
On thin 4th dar of May, A D. 1907, ot
reading the foregoing petition, It Is
c h*l
Ordered by tne Court, that a :.·
upon the same on the 24th «lay of Mr. \ D
l'jOÎ, before said Court at Portland, It. *aM DU
trlrt, at 10 o'clock In the fori iwoi.. kill tînt
notice thereof be published In
Democrat, a newspaper printed In dd I''.strict,
ami that all known creditor*, and
In Intercut, may appear at t:
ve. why
place, and show cause, If any thc>
u<>t k
the prayer of eatd petitioner *1:·.
granted.
And It le further ordered by tl ·· « art, t u
the Clerk «ball send by mall t<> til kit wn > red
ltore copies of said petition and (lit- ··:
dressed to them at ttielr place· .»f r·.··! leoce m
stated.

Agent,

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr
Norway, Maine.

}

Discharge.

compiled

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

The E. A Strout Farm

)

adjudged

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country prop·
our improved
i 1 >Vtf/ erty, write for
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

^9

Petition for

MOSE8

Ifei

in

mon-

The com·

Bankrupt. )

AU cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

T

back your

To the Hon. CLAkknce IIai.k, ΤιιΙχ. ftf. bv
trlct Court of the Unite·! .-tut··
of Maine:
P. HAWKINS, of Kuinf-rl, In t:«
County of Oxford, an 1
In said District, respectfully repre-τιι-. that 01
th-3 let «lay of Sept., last pa-t, tir vr*i .lui;
bankrupt, under the \. t* "f <.'.>r.gitis
1 :y »ur
relating to Bankruptcy; that he Imrendered all his pro.>erty and rlnU- ■'
ι«ητ
.nu
wltli all
an·! lian fully
·:
of said Acts and of the opI.m
hln bankruptcy.
tercel
Wherefore fie pray», that h<· ma>
by the Court to have a full «Marl·*!.-·- from »
1er Ml·!
debts provable against hi" estate
.irvei
bankruptcy Acte, except such de··:·
from such dlschar.·
li
ce ρ ted t»y
by law
>
A
I
or
of
Dated thin 23rd day
Aprll,
«lay
Apri
MOSES P. HAWKINS, I!:.· <ru|rt.
ORDER OF NOTICK Til Kit Ι Ο*.

free. Oldest agency fur becuruif
receln
i'atents taken through Mutin .t Co.
In the

sent

iptcial notUr, without charité.

KILLthe COUCH
CURE

AND

the

Scientific American.

LUNC8

A handsomely Illustrât.*! weeklyculatiou of any actentltlc Journal.
year: fourmonths.fi. Soidlyail

Or. King's
New Discovery

fou

C

ONSUMPTION
OUGHSand
OLDS

b.c.
Braacb OOce, 624 T Su Wasbitwtwo.

Ε. W. < ΗΛ\ΙΜ Ι !ί,

Builders' Finish I

Prie·
50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

Pythian Building

I Will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
ilxe or 8tyle at reasonable prices.

of

Ul

Also Window & Door Frames.

lr.-l·'·· of
If In want of any kind of Finish for
I'lne I «■
3utalde work, send In your orders
cash.
for
hand
Cheap
Mr and Shingles on

Association.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Notice is

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for

κ.

w.

<

IVeet Sumner

modtrn improvements, with as large Block, South Paris, on Monday, May
orchard as possible, and net over 20th, 1007, at 10 o'clock, a.m.
GEORGE M. ATW00D,
2 i-2 miles from a railroad station
Clerk and Treasurer.
The house must have at least seven 18-20

Steam

I-srirest rir·
Terœi. W »

f«sdsalstj·

MUNN S Co.3e,B™",->> New York

Wl™

hereby given that the annual
meeting of the stockholders of Pythian
Association for the election of
acres Building
officers for the ensuing year will be held
with at the office of the
Treasurer in Pythian

has hi.-; three-quarter length bush, so
have the matched pair for the brough- rooms.
but what man would drive a°
LEON I. HARLOW,
am,
cob which had a tall bigger than a
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mass.
half expanded fan?—St. James' Uaraltu

...

Freight rates always

General Line Farm Machinery.

il I

hand

ey.

Bankrupt's

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, Rtearaere alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 r. u.

Sulky Plows.

ν

we

promptly

In the matter of
MOSES P. HAWKINS.

il.00
$1.00

Fare Portland to Boston
Stateroom

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

and

CO., Druggists

REDUCED RATE«:

morning

"She bore a very pood character, only
the neighbors gossiped because she
married the day after her husband's
funeral. She still lives here."
The doctor soon called on the woman,
lie asked for and received the particulars of the death of her first husband.
Suddenly opening bis handkerchief, he
showed her the telltale nail, asking In

the empty box

25c.

"

Portland Division.

after u uiglit in which he had drunk
two quarts of brandy.
"Had he a wife?" asked the doctor.
"Yes."

36,

Steams! Company.

The bears made a rush at the man
and the man made a dash at top speed
across the snow.
Then the bears seized the chests and
divided the nice things between them
and tool; them home to make their
wives and children Christmas gifts of

Holmes lu bent of mind.
lie was walking lu the churchyard
while a grave was being dug when the
Roxtou cast up a moldering skull. The
doctor idly took it up, and. in handling
it. found a headless nail driven into It.
This he managed to take out aud conceal iu his handkerchief. It was evident to him that murder had been done.
He questioned the sexton and learned
that the skull was probably that of a
certain man who was the proprietor of
i brandy shop and was a drunkard, be-

—bring back

ffintali Store

The

ourselves."

A Telltale Nail.
Dr. John Donne, the famous English
3lvlne and poet, who lived in the reign
if Jarres I., was a veritable Sherlock

ie fied with them,

ilia-flavored tablets.

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

decided?"

thein.
Moral.—Don't always try to get the
best of the bargain.—Chicago Tribune.

not entirely lot-

simply re-establish Nature's functions without any unpleasantness
from constipawhatever. No griping—no nausea. To sufferers
and no constition or sluggish liver they bring immediate relief,
work
quietly, but
pative reaction results from their use. They of tl.eir
presence.
thoroughly, and the rest of the body is unaware
Put up
effective.
are
as
;
they
Rexall Orderlies are a pleasant

man.

have

you,—if you're

Orderlies

the third bear, holding up a pretty
skin.
"A box of toothpicks," answered the

what

if

do not benefit

"Oh. no." replied the bear. "That Is
too cheap. You ought to give a quart
of beads."
"What will you give for this?" asked
the stH-oud bear, holding up a valuable
fur.
"A fine comb." answered the man.
"That's too cheap," replied the bear.
"You ought to give a comb and brush."
"What will you give for tills?" asked

a

made,

ever

theae Orderliei

man.

Îreatest

"I think there is. She haa had the
heels of all her shoes lowered."

all parts of
the world in the currency of the country on
which drawn.

nearly

"Three glass beads," answered the

other harmful

captain?"

in

ty lady.

Man and the Hors·.
Men are apt to say severe things of
the absurdities to which many women
will submit at the behest of fashion,
Mrs. Sububbs.—Ob, John, I'm sorry
but,
really, they are every bit as bad.
the new cook has spoilt your coffee, but
Λ good horse has a naturally arched
So
she's so young and inexperienced.
neck, an Inferior one has not. But the
yon must be satisfied with a kiss instead
owner of the latter must pretend that
this evening, dear."
his sorry steed Is blessed with blood,
John—Right, O! Call her in.
aud to effect the deceit he slaps on a
It's too bad to see people who go from monstrous bearing rein and defies pubday to day suffering from physical lic opinion. Λ London carman, who
weakness when Hollister's Rocky Mount- U In many things a bit of a brute, will
ain Tea would make them well. The ease his horse when going up hill by
tonic known. 35 cents, Tea or
removing the reins which keep its
ablets. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.; 0. D.
head up, but whoever saw tbe same
Stevens.
kindness extended to a horse drawing
The same slavish fola brougham?
"I wonder if there's anything seriouç
of fashion marks the attention
lowing
little
the
and
that
tall
between
girl
to the horse's tail. The thoroughbred
we

^ours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

payable

carefully preserved
as skillfully eliminated.
been
have
faults

In exchange.
"What will you give me for this
fur?" asked the first bear, holding up
a beautiful otter skin that would have
made a handsome collar for some pret-

recommend it as a safe
children and adulte. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

drugs, and
romedy for

issues checks

etc.

with this perfect
No laxative sold in our store can compare
It is not a rebowel regulator in gentleness and efficiency.
and cathartic drugs, 1 ut an entirely
arrangement of old laxative
All the good points of other laxatives
new laxative and cathartic.
in this new laxative, while their
have been

SAID TUB MAN.

Soak half a box of gelatine in half a
cupful of cold water until soft, then add
one cupful of boiling wator, the juice of
who were window shopping before my
one lemon, one cupful of sugar, and one
"They don'l live together."
pince at night inside buying tbe things
pint of orange juice; stir until the sugar
the next day.
Many people In 'New
is dissolved, then strain it. Cover the
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
bottom of a glass dish or mold with
York keep themselves posted on fashthat
to
announce
are
We
pleased
sliced banana?, pour over it some of tbe
ions aud on what Is to be had In the
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
orange mixture, let this get a little stiff, Foley's
stores by 'window shopping.' "—New
the
affected
is
not
troubles
and
by
lung
then add a few more sliced bananae and
National Pure Food and Drug law as it York Sun.
more of tbe liquid; alternate this way
no

Norway National Bank

indigestion,

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
earned a great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health. They
are the "family physician," the great
household remedy in thousands of
homes—always handy—always safe—alAt the
ways reliable and efficacious.

"YOU FELLOWS WANT TOO 1IUCH FOB YOUB

ularly
"Tompkins and his wife always get fewer people out, they are not In a
as
do
they hurry and many of them stop to examjust
along slendidly. They
please."
ine critically the goods shown. I have
How do you ac"How fortunate.
frequently seen men and women, too,
count for it?"

contains

ani!

The Mildest and Most
Effective Laxative Known

-t

to the
If any
Turpentine ie one of the best remedies
need
for croup. A piece of flannel ebould be virtue of Foley's Kidney Cure, they
saturated with it, and placed on the only to refer to Mr. Alvin H. Stirapeon,
of Willimantic, Conn., who, after almost
child's throat and chest.
losing hope of recovery, on account of
For insect bites, or, indeed, stings the failure of so many remedies, finally
from any kind of insect, apply dampened tried Foley's Kidney Cure, which he
salt, bound tightly over the spot. It says was "just the thing'1 for him, as
will relieve and usually cure very quick- four bottles cured him completely. He
is now entirely well and free from all
ly.
the suffering incident to acute kidney
GUMBOIL.
bas

of

DEALER IN

BYRA0U8E AND '7β Paru
IMPLEMENTS, SULKY
WALKING PL0W8.
mR*
AND SPRING TOOTH bar
ROWS, SCRAPERS, CULTi
U*
VATORS. ETC.
Aleo agent for Aepinwm
Sprayer and potato planter ânà
UQ
Hoover digger.

\

"Madam, do you know this nail?"
To relieve a gumboil, a homely remedy
Green—What do you mean by saying
The woman was so surprised that
letter "f."
is to take a thin strip of dried fig, dip it
of she confessed and was tried aud exeWhat Is the difference between a pop in milk, toast it, and then apply hot to John Brown is a distant relative
Relief is'speedy.
yours? I thought he was your brother. cuted.
gun and a hired costume? One is tired the swollen gum.
Brown—Well, there are 12 children in
and does not hit; the other Is hired
To disperse freckles, take one ounce our family. He's the oldest and I'm the
and does not tit.
Night Window Shopping.
of lemon juice, a quarter of a drachm
youngest.
What garment;* are like pomegran- of powdered borax, and half a drachm
"I used to thiuk the money spent for
ates? Seedy oues.
of sugar. Mix, and let them stand in a CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES? light in show windows front closing
was wasted," said h
glass for a few daye. Then rub it on
When two of them, taste and smell, time till morning
the hands and face occasionally.
I have
Key to the Puzzler.
having been impaired if not utterly de- Fifth avenue n.erchunt, "but
No. 84.—Word Making: 1. Questionare fully re- changed my mind about It, ami now I
Nasal
Catarrh,
stroyed,
by
worwhen
forehead
Don't wrinkle the
:« a. in.
able. 2. Thenceforth. 3. Mango.
ried or draw tbe brows together in a stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you keep my windows lighted until
No. 85.—Hardware Puzzle: 1. Ceuter frown when out in a bright light. If donbt that this remedy deserves all that •very night but Sunday. 1 took the
the
thousands
of
it
by
bit. 2. Traps. 3. Hinges. 4. Clamps.
the eyes are weak abjure small bats, and haa been said
trouble to make some investigations as
has cured? It is applied directNo. 80.—Progressive Enigma: Buoy- only wear broad-brimmed ones. Noth- whom it
t· the value of shop windows before I
and
the
affected
to
begins
air-passages
ing ages a womau so much as deep ly
ant.
method. I found that In
its healing work at once. Why not get changed my
are filled, no
No. 87.—Diamond: 1. D. 2. Ben. 3. ridges on the forehead.
it to-day? All druggists or mailed by daytime, when the streets
one has time for more than a glance at
Naucy. 4. Denmark. 3. lîrade. C. Ark.
New
56
Warren
York,
Bros.,
Street,
Ely
1. K.
Recipes.
the displays. But at ulght, aud particon receipt of 50 cents.
No. #8.—Bird Suggestions: 1. Robin.
late at night, while there are
2. Swallow. 3. Parrot.
No. SO.—Charade: Lark-spur.
No. 00.—Triple IMioadings: Tennis
1. Tar tar. 2. Appear. 3. IJn-net. 4.
Sig-nor. 5. Shr-lll. 0. Kea-son.

biliousness, sick
I would not be without them in the house for family use."
cases

store, 35c.

LAND STATES.

—

close out o<UI patterns and clean

which you sailed would be picked up
from time to time and at last it would
be decided that everybody on board bad
perished. Well, we'll suppose tbat I
mourned very hard for you a year or so,
and then met a sweet, innocent girl and
won her love and married ber, and in,
say about five or six years a steamship
that had been driven out of her course
picked up you and your companions and
brought you back to civilization.
"Now picture to yourself me sitting in
tbat chair over there, and her, with a
happy smile on her face, sitting where
you are now. Hist! You quietly come
up the front steps and standing on the
porch peer through yonder window.
You see us sitting here filled with sweet
contentment, and with tears in your eyes
you turn away never to—"
"Henry Jenkins, do you think I'm a
fool? Do you supppee for a minute that
I'd go away and leave that—that thing
here to run my house and my husband?
If you have any such an idea your sense
is a good deal less than I've always
given you credit for having."
"But wait,
my dear. You haven't
heard all about it. We will suppose that
as she site there contentedly rocking to
and fro she holds a golden-haired child
against her breast—her child and mine,
you know. Surely, for the sake of the
little one, you would turn away and
never—"
"What! Do you mean to say that yon
would expect me to give up everything
for the sake of a—a—"
"Now, Henrietta, under those conditions you surely wouldn't think of intrud-

on

one

A LOW PRICE

Wool Carpets

headache,

theui and see If they could not make
bargain for the exchange of some
furs for little lionsehold article·.
The bears gathered all the skins and
had and marched down to
furs

Tou never read Tennyson's poem about
him, did yon?"
"No. But I once knew, 'Come into

If this was.—Chicago Record.
water is used.
is carefully persevered in,
how robust it makes one M<JKiS NEWS ITKUAl ΤΗϋ. NfiW ΛΛΙί-

Specialist

—

a

"It's funny I never heard of such a
before. Is it something new?"
"0, no. It probably began to figure in
the affairs of men shortly after Adam's
time, although nothing is said about
The fact is,
one having been in the ark.
my dear, that an Enoch Arden is a man.

I like that! Intruding in
taken upon rising in tbe morning. Those ray own home!" Her feelings overcame
who take an early cup of coffee on wak- her and she put her bands over her face.
"There, dear," said Henry Jenkins,
ing should exchange it for tbe water,
and they will be surprised at the value "don't be afraid. Nobody is ever comof this pure remedy of nature's own, ing back to crowd you out."
"It was a good thing that Enoch Arden
after a week's trial. It is well for those
of weak digestion to begin with hot wasn't a woman!"

CUR-X-ZEMA

DR. PARMENTER

Hampden Corner, Me.,
August 14, 1006.
"Would e«y In regard to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitten they are invaluable in

thing

A simple tonic that prepares and
strengthens tbe stomach for its coming ing?"
work and abuse is a glass of cold water
"Intruding!

Kidney complaint kills more people
than any other disease. This is due to
the disease being so insidious that it until used.
gets a good hold on the system before it
Ο Κ Α Ν Ο Κ DRESSING.
is recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will
Shell half a pound of English walnuts,
prevent the development of fatal disease
out some of the unbroken halves
WILL STOP THAT ITCHING.
if taken in time. P. A. Shurtleff A Co. keep
Cl'R X ZEMi poeltltely cure· Itrhlnp
for garnishing the cake, chop fine the
Ptl··. It 1· a sclenuni; treatment under whlcn
the juice and pulp of
"Yes! burglars got in, and I hung out remainder. Take
the moat obstinate cases yield almost Instantly
and add to a quarter of a
CCH-X-ZE*A Immediately heala Chaîne of the window for
half an hour one orange
quite
.ml all skin eruption».
and
Effocte quick
of powdered sugar and the chopper
blowing a police whistle and shouting, pound
Fur sixteen year* I have fltte<l glasses to de- minent cure In the severest cases of Ecum·.
ped nuts. Cook three minutes and stir
At druggists or by
Kndoreed by
'Burglars,' until at last—"
fective eyes an·) nothing else—that make· me a mall M et·. I fphysicians.
it
until
thickens, then spread it between
you are a sufferer, send 10 cento
"A policeman came?"
)
the two layers of cake and on top.
specialist. If your eye· trouble you to any way, tn stamps for trial package. Cur-XZema Co.,
"No!
Another
burglar!"
18-Î1
and If you want expert ailvlce In reg&ni to the Watervhet, N. Y.
ENGLISH ORANGE HONEY.
same, come to the man who I· a specialist, who
Of all the fruits there are hi the !and;
«lue· one thing only. So charge for eye examinthe juice and grated rind of two
Take
That grow on bush or tree,
ation· or consultation.
oranges, put it in a saucepan and add to
I would give up the choicest ones
of sugar, and two ounces
For Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. it one cupful
of butter. Stir it, and when it boils add
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; O. D. Stevens.
the beaten yolke of three eggs and tbe
Eye Special!·*, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
white of one. Remove to one side of
ON
The guest—I see you charge five shilthe stove, where it will be hot bat not
lings for a room. When I was here in boil, and keep stirring continually nntil
For Sale.
December you only charged three shilit haa the appearanoe of melted cheese.
One-horse spring tooth harrow,
lings a day.
Use as a filling lor layer cake or tart
The Landlady—Ah, but the days are
cases.
extractor,
new, hives,

Specialist

The polar bears beard that there was
a party of trappers near their home,
aud they decided to go down and meet

lovely,

the Garden, Maud,' by heart."
"I suppose so. That, no doubt, was
when that bow-legged boy from Cincinnati was keeping company with you
But there, my dear, I beg your pardon.
Let's let by-gones be by gones. I'll read
it to yon and then you'llknow just what
an Enoch Arden ie, in case anybody ever
happens in the future to brin·; up the
subject in your presence."
After he had finished the poem, Henrietta Jenkins sat with clasped bands
and a pensive look.
"Well," he asked, "what do you think
of it?"
"What a noble man he was," sbe said
with a little sigh.
"Yes, it was rather decent of him to
go away and die instead of hanging
around making trouble for his wife ana
the other man."
"Decent? Why, it was the only thing
be could do."
"I suppose if I were to get shipwrecked on a desert isle and came back
after four or five years to find you married again you'd want me to skin out
without letting you know I was still
alive."
"Henry! I wish you wouldn't suggest
such a horrible possibility. But if only
such a thing did happen it would, of
course, be your duty to go right away
without letting yourself be known."
"Yes, dear, that's the way I look at it.
There could be only one course lor a
gentleman to pursue in a case of that
kind. Now, let's look at it from the
other side. Let us suppose that you
started away to visit your aunt or cousin
or something in Australia and that the
ship went down and you and a few of
the other passengers succeeded in reaching an island away out of the regular
line of traffic. Wreckage from the ship

South Paris, Me.

nie

goes away, leaving everything
they are worth crying over, and where it might easily have caused
forthwith he open· his mouth and howl· havoc."

sure

a

BRED BY C. J.
BLACK COLT. TROTTER. FOALED JUNE 25, 1902.
and HARRY HAMLIN, EAST AURORA, Ν. Y.

Direct «113
Sire of
Rcconl 2Λ5 12.
Directly i*a 14; Direct
Hal21414; Konnle Direct
2 Ό5 1-4 an·) 51 other*.
Beeele Hal
Dam of Direct liai 2 .Ό4 S I

thinking better of his trouble·,

as

COUNT DIRECT.
Out of the dam of Chimesbriao

is very mild and after making its apchild, instead of pearance suddenly and mysteriously
is

any dog.
Then auntie hurries to the soene of
No. M.—Word Square.
action, and be is told that it was a
1. The god of war.
"wicked door" to hurt him so, and he is
2. A country of Europe.
petted and fussed over till be comes to
8. A figure without beginning or end. believe that no
boy ever had so painful a
4. A very old and wise man.
fall as he has bad.
All the small accidents of thé boy's
No. 95.—Palindromes.
life are enlarged upon, and they are kept
Pill the blanks with words that read in constant remembrance by being made
to serve as texts for future homilies from
backward or forward the same.
and hie wife, bis feminine relatives and guardians on
A German named
and
were the dangers that beset little bovs,
whose sis letter name was
the care that is necessary to avoid them.
guilty of petty theft. They kept
of
nonsome
this
School may knock
but one day they heard sense out of him. But
about the
later, if bis busioutside. The wife ran to the ness affairs do not prosper, instead
a
and seeing an automo- of blaming his own want of care and
window to
bile with a itoliceman In it she blushed energy, or anything else connected with
than a rose and exclaimed, "We himself, he is sure that it is "all the fault
The mau, however, of that good-for-nothing scamp Brown,"
are discovered!"
as it was all the fault of the "wickdisclaimed all responsibility, saying to jnet
ed floor" when he howled and howled
."
you to the
the officer, "I
and howled years ago.
If women would have their sons brave
No. 96.—Hidden Insects.
men they must make them brave boys;
the
of
the
of
magnates
1. Several
and if the men of the next generation
are lees brave than the men of the past it
town were present
2. He was best known as a writer will be the fault of those who, instead of
bracing them for the battle of life, have
of lyric poetry.
coddled and made weaklings of them.—
Ex.
No. 97.—Truth In Nonsense.
The first word guessed in each line
The Family Doctor.
gives the clew to the second word.
You cannot cure hams with a hammer,
Λ It Κ Μ EI> Y FOR INDIGESTION.
with a
You can't weigh a
with a
Mend
Take the white of an egg beaten to a
with a
Build
stiff froth and stirred into a wineglassful
with a
Nor gather up
of cold water. It should be taken after

by
Khlneetope itleaO l>y Mambrlno King. 1897 b g The .leweter (told)Bex
Amertcue.
big Point Oexter 2.21 1-2 (sold) by Mam 18S8 ch fThe Diamond by Dare Devil.
18-9 bl c The 1Kit-orate by
brlno King
Missed.
111)0
1>9* ch f The Brown Pearl by Mambrlno King.
1895 ch g Lord March 2.111-2 by Mambrlno 1801 ch f (dead).
I9113 Mlaaed.
King.
the Beau Ideal.
1886 ch g Diamond King 2.19 14 (sold) by Mam- 1'Λβ b f The Jolly lilrl by
brlno King.
Decorate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions. Hie
s-old this year are the best class and beat individual· that I have
colts three-y
corate will stand for service at the stable of W. J. Wheeler at $25 00
ever seen.
Mares not proving with foal can be returned free next year; mures
to warrant.
Parties
having bad luck and losing their foal can be returned free next year.
19-26
losing their mares will have nothing to pay.
1892
1898

Sometimes,

—

Record 2 26.

sikk or
Orvld (p;
2.13 3-4
Wardwell (p)
3 14 14
Architect (ρ)
2.14 34
2JO
And 46 other· In
AMD or THE DAMN or
2.05 34
PanUog Belle (p)
2.09 34
King Charle» (ρ)
! oonotone (p)
2.11 1-2
2 30
And 52 other· In

Bell Hamlin
Ward well
tilobe

■•t dam

3.11 1.3

3.19 1-4

DEXTER

ooward·? They are doing »o unconscious- a
neenj cardon? I never heard of one
ly, of course, but they do it all the aame, before. Is it anything like a cyclone?"
these doting mothers and aunts of muoh"Well, yes, once in a while it develops
petted small boys.
cyclonic tendencies. I have heard of
A boy falls down, and picking himself
cases in which it killed
people and
up> begins to rub bis knees with a some- ripped thinga np very badly, but fortuwhat rueful air. But bis mother at
that way.
act
it
doesn't
always
nately
once exclaims, "Oh, my poor little boy,
however, the Enoch Arden

happens?

name.

sharp points.

Weighs 1200 lbs.

"I see," said Henry Jenkins, "that
Don't Make your Boys Coward*.
Iowa has recently had an Enoch Arden
Have you «Ter noticed bow many case."
women are buay making their
boy·
"Has It?" his wife replied. "What's

8. A preparation of sugar and a cluster.
A A moderate gallop, to cover and a
sounding vessel of metal.
did he hurt his knees?"
& A hollow cylinder and a girl's
The
What

Family
Trapper's Bad Bargain
Remedy

PLAIH.

Clifford,

Ο. Κ.

An Invaluable

AU Animal Story Por
Little Polk·

DUTT"

"HIS

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter PlayergPiano,
are sold for just as low
are all first class, high grade instruments, and
Ne. 931—Floral Enigma.
Also I have
of the instrument.
the
for
sold
be
can
as
quality
they
money
1. A color and a hollow body of
Prices
on
hand.
stock
always
several medium grade pianos. A large
metal.
in
2. An oily substance and a small ν eslow, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you
sai for drinking.
that are on the market.
the best

«

One Polat Clear.

HOMEMAORS' COLUMN.

REMEMBER!Me.

I Morris

Klain,

Norway,

rtibCan afford to and will pay more for rajra.
w
< *!
, »ere, and metal tlnn any stranger tli.it
rour house.
dM'·
to #'J per ton for Iron
He pays from
ired to n1m here.

Engine and Boiler

For Male Chenp.

He buys folded newspapers.
NOTICE.
P"uPrf
He Is paying for mixed rags, I cent a ι1141'
Second hand, six horse power
In the District Court of the United States for th"
Pays
lubbers according to market.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
and
horse power boiler. 1 •rice for bran sacks.
In the matter of
)
Call and see them at A. C.
FRED H. ADAMS.
[ In Bankruptcy,
Machine
of Waterforl, Bankrupt. )
South Paris, Me.
FOR SALE.
,
To the creditor· of Fred H. Adams In the
:
and
district
aforesaid
Oxford
of
in South
County
house
The
Alva
ShurtlefT
Notice Is hereby given that on the 4th day of
May, A. D. 1907, the said Fred H. Adams
r'aris. Location on Pleasant Streti
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
L°* 75
The
H. N. Bolster home- s one of the best in town.
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
room
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
Twelve
feet.
aoo
over
stead
in
South
Paria
situated
>y
on the 92nd day of Mar, A. D. 1907, at 10 o'clock
watef
Norway
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor·
steam
heat,
thoroughly fidished, hot water heat louse,
may attend, prove their claim·, appoint a
p'e
All in
water
ind
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact and all modern equipments attached,
beaa
cone
such other business
may properly
irder.
a two story house, ell and stable,
fore said meeting.
A. E.
located.
to
South Parla, May 4,1907WALTKB L. G BAY.
South Pari*.
8tf
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
■eteM la Bankruptcy.

engine

|

eight

Jones'

Shop,

Desirable Residence for Sale.
Capt

village,

spring

centrally
JAME$

Apply

apple

SHURTLEFF,

